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FORWARD
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) has solicited the support of
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in the review of utility submittals associated with fire
protection and electrical engineering. This letter report represents the sixth in a series of
SNL review reports associated with ampacity derating assessments at Commonwealth
Edison's Braidwood and Byron Stations. This report in particular deals with a licensee
RAI response of September 8, 1998 and one final point of technical concern not resolved
by earlier submittals. The current efforts were performed under USNRC JCN J-2503,
Task Order 3, Sub-Task 5.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background and Prior Activities

In 1995 in response to USNRC Generic Letter 92-08, Braidwood Station provided initial
documentation of the licensee position regarding ampacity derating factors associated with
its installed fire barrier systems. Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has previously
prepared five separate review findings reports related to various licensee submittals and
previous RAI responses. This document represents the sixth, and likely the final, report in
this series. In particular, the history of this review effort is summarized as follows:
-

February 15, 1995: The original licensee submittal was forwarded to the
USNRC for consideration. This submittal documented analyses of in-plant
cable ampacity factors for two Appendix R cable tray and conduit fire barrier
systems; namely, trade products Thermo-Lag and Darmatt. The calculations
covered only the "standard" barrier configurations where each individual
barrier protected either a single cable tray or a single conduit.

-

August 25, 1995: SNL completed a letter report documenting the results of an
extensive review of the licensee approach and calculations. Several points of
technical concern and/or uncertainty were identified.

-

November 2, 1995: Based largely on the findings of the SNL review, the
USNRC sent a Request for Additional Information (RAI) to the licensee.

-

March 21, 1996: The licensee provided an initial limited response to the
11/2/95 RAI.

"-

July 12, 1996: The licensee provided a second and more complete response to
the 11/2/95 RAI. In addition to direct RAI responses, the response included
an entirely new set of analytical ampacity calculations for a range of "non
standard" fire barrier configurations involving multiple cable trays and/or
conduits in a common barrier enclosure.
August 16, 1996: SNL completed an initial review of the 3/21/96 licensee
response submittal and prepared the second letter report in this review series.

-

December 20, 1996: SNL completed its review of the direct RAI responses
from the 7/12/96 licensee submittal and documented the findings in a letter
report to the USNRC (the third in this review series). The previously
identified technical concerns were found to have been adequately resolved.
This review did not address the new calculations submitted by the licensee.
May 2, 1997: The work scope for this effort was expanded to allow for review
of the new licensee calculations included in the 7/12/96 submittal. A review of
the newer licensee calculations was completed and a fourth letter report was
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submitted to the USNRC. Four points of technical concern were identified by
SNL related to the cable tray non-standard configurations.
July 9, 1997: The USNRC submitted a second formal RAI to the licensee
requesting resolution of the four technical concerns identified by SNL in the
May 1997 letter report.
September 19, 1997: The licensee responds to the 719/97 RAI.
November 20, 1997: SNL completed a review of the 9/97 licensee RAI
reponse. Three of the four identified issues are found by SNL to have been
adequately resolved. The one unresolved issue relates to inconsistencies in the
analysis of the baseline versus clad cases. This concern is found by SNL to
have contributed to optimistic ampacity derating predictions.
February 2, 1998: A teleconference is held with the USNRC, the licensee,. and
SNL to discuss the one remaining unresolved concern. The licensee agrees to
review its previous submittal, and to prepare a supplei =ental response.
September 8, 1998: The licensee provides a supplemental RAI response to
resolve the one remaining point of technical concern.
February 22, 1998: SNL completes its review of the 9/8/98 submittal and this
current letter ieport is prepared. As will be discussed further below, SN.L finds
that the licensee has resolved the last remaining technical concern.
1.2

Objectives of the Current Review

The current report assesses the adequacy of the licensee's supplemental RAI response of
9/8/98 to resolve the one remaining point of technical concern not resolved by earlier
submittals. The document reviewed is:
Letter, R. M. Krich, Commonwealth Edison Co., to the USNRC Document Control
Desk, September 8, 1998, including enclosure calculation BYR 98-109/BRW 98
339-E, "Base Line Ampacity Values for Standard Fire Wrap Configurations."
1.3

Organization of This Report

This report is quite brief Chapter 2 provides a direct review of the license's supplemental
RAI response for the one remaining point of technical concern identified in the 11/97 SNL
letter report cited above. Chapter 3 summarizes SNL's findings and recommendations
regarding the adequacy of the licensee responses and calculations.
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2.0 LICENSEE RESPONSE TO TECHNICAL CONCERNS
2.1 Background
In the SNL review documented in the May 1997 letter report there were four points of
technical concern identified. The July 1997 USNRC RAI requested that the licensee
respond to each of these four concerns. The licensee responded in a submittal of Sept.
1997. An SNL review of this submittal found that one of the four concerns (RAI Item 1)
had not been adequately addressed. This was discussed with the licensee in a
teleconference in Feb. 1998, and the licensee's supplemental RAI response of Sept. 1998
is specifically aimed at resolving this final concern. This report focuses on the adequacy of
the licensee's supplemental response to resolve this final point of concern.
2.2

Summary of Concern

The final unresolved point of technical concern was the fact that the licensee clad and
baseline case ampacity limits were not derived on a consistent thermal modeling basis. In
any ampacity derating assessment, either experimental or analytica31, it is critical that both
the baseline and clad ampacity values have been determined on a consistent basis. By not
maintaining consistency, the licensee was comparing "apples to oranges" and this rendered
the results of the analysis highly suspect. This was found by SNL to be a serious flaw in
the licensee approach.
To further clarify, the licensee assessment of baseline cable ampacity limits was based on
the Stolpe approach which has been codified in IPCEA P-54-440, the cable tray ampacity
standard. The Stolpe model is both simplistic and relatively conservative. The ampacity
limits derived from that model tend to be conservative. However, in modeling clad case
ampacity limits, the licensee applied an entirely different thermal model. This thermal
model was based on more modem heat transfer correlations, and made certain
assumptions that were optimistic in comparison to the older Stolpe model.
While the licensee's previous response clarified and resolved certain points of uncertainty
regarding this question of consistency, it did not resolve the underlying concern. In
particular, two specific points of inconsistency between the baseline and clad models that
had not been addressed were identified by SNL in November 1997:
-

The baseline case had assumed no heat transfer through the sides of the tray.
The clad case analysis had assumed full, and indeed optimistic, heat transfer
through the tray and barrier sides.

-

Two different correlations for convective heat transfer had been used in the
analysis of heat transfer from the bottom surface of the tray/barrier. The
correlation used in the clad was more optimistic than the correlation used in
"thebaseline analyses.

Both of these factors contributed to a higher level of optimism in the clad case analyses as
compared to the baseline case analyses. As a result, the clad case ampacity limits were, in
3

a relative sense, more optimistic than the baseline case ampacity limits. As a further result,
the ampacity derating factors obtained by comparing the clad and baseline ampacity limits
were also optimistic. SNL had recommended that the licensee either modify the clad case
model to be consistent with the existing baseline model, or modify the baseline case model
to be consistent with the existing clad case model.
2.3

The Licensee's September 1998 Response

The September 1998 licensee supplemental RAI response presents a new set of calculation
results based on a modified modeling approach. In particular, the baseline case model has
been modified to address the two points of inconsistency identified by SNL. The modified
baseline case model is now fully consistent with the previously documented clad case
model. A new set of ampacity derating results have also been presented. These results
are fully consistent with similar results reported by SNL in our letter report of November
1997.
2.4

Findings and Recommendations

The new c.Jculations have been performed in a manner that is fully consistent with SNL's
recommended approach to resolution. The licensee has implemented a baseline case
model that is fully consistent with the previously documented clad case model. A review
of the model theory, actual implementation, and spot-checking of the intermediate and
final results revealed no errors. The final derating factors presented by the licensee are
fully consistent with similar results obtained by SNL in earlier reviews.
SNL finds the licensee has fully addressed the one remaining point of technical concern
identified in November 1997. All of the other points of technical concern identified by
SNL in its review efforts have been resolved previously. No new concerns were identified
in this review. Hence, there are no remaining technical concerns.
On this basis, SNTL recommends that the licensee has adequately demonstrated that the
ampacity derating impact of installed Thermo-Lag fire barriers has been addressed
appropriately for both Braidwood and Byron Stations. No further licensee interactions on
ampacity derating aspects of the Thermo-Lag resolution issue are recommended.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SNL finds that the licensee has fully addressed and resolved all points of technical concern
identified by SNL through reviews. of the Braidwood and Byron Station ampacity derating
submittals. Further, SNL finds that the licensee has demonstrated that the cable ampacity
impact of Thermo-Lag fire barriers at Byron and Braidwood has been adequately assessed
using appropriate methods of analysis. Based on these findings, no further licensee
interactions regarding Thermo-Lag fire barrier ampacity effects are recommended.
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FORWARD
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) has solicited the support of
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in the review of utility submittals associated with fire
protection and electrical engineering. This letter report represents the fifth in a series of
SNL review reports associated with ampacity derating assessments at Commonwealth
Edison's Braidwood Station. This report in particular deals with a licensee RAI response
associated with licensee Calculation BYR96-082/BRW-96-194. This calculations
estimates fire barrier ampacity derating factors for cable tray fire barrier systems involving
certain non-standard cable tray fire barrier configurations. The current efforts were
performed under USNRC JCN J-2503, Task Order 3, Sub-task 5.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background and Prior Activities

In response to USNRC Generic Letter 92-08, Braidwood Station provided documentation
of the licensee position regarding ampacity derating factors associated with its installed
fire barrier systems. Since that initial submittal SNL has prepared four separate review
findings reports related to various licensee submittals and RAJ responses, this report being
the fifth in this series. In particular, the history of this review effort is summarized as
follows:
-

February 15, 1995: The original licensee submittal was forwarded to the
USNRC for consideration. This submittal included documentation of analyses
performed to assess the adequacy of in-plant cable ampacity factors for two
types of Appendix R cable tray and conduit fire barrier systems; namely,
Thermo-Lag and Darmatt. The calculations dealt with common, or "standard,"
barrier configurations involving either a single cable tray or a single conduit.

-

August 25, 1995: SNL completed a letter report documenting the results of an
extensive review of the licensee approach and calculations. Several points of
concern and/or uncertainty were identified.

-

November 2, 1995: Based largely on the findings of the SNrL review, the
USNRC sent a Request for Additional Information (RAI) to the licensee
requesting clarification of the identified points.
March 21, 1996: The licensee provided an initial limited response to the
11/2/95 RAI.

-

July 12, 1996: The licensee provided a second and more complete set of RAI
response documents related to the 11/2/95 RAI. In addition to direct RAI
responses, the response included documentation of an entirely new set of
analytical calculations as compared to those originally reviewed by SNL in
1995. In particular, this submittal included calculations for a range of "non
standard" configuration fire barrier installations involving multiple cable trays
and/or conduits in a common barrier enclosure.

-

August 16, 1996: SNL documented, in a second letter report, an initial review
of the 3/21/96 licensee response submittal.

-

December 20, 1996: SNL submitted a third letter report that focused on that
part of the 7/12/96 licensee submittal that updated those calculations that had
previously been reviewed by SNL in 1995. The previously identified technical
concerns were found to have been adequately resolved. This review did not
address the new non-standard configuration calculations submitted by the
licensee.

I

May 2, 1997: The work scope for this effort was expanded to allow for review
of the new licensee calculations included in the 7/12/96 submittal. A review of
the newer licensee calculations was completed and a fourth letter report was
submitted to the US *NPRC. Four points of technical concern were identified by
SNL related to the cable tray non-standard configurations.
July 9, 1997: The USNRC submitted an additional RAI to the licensee
requesting resolution of the four technical concerns identified by SNL.
-

1.2

September 19, 1997: The licensee responds to the 7/9/97 RAI.

Objectives of the Current Review

The current report assesses the adequacy of the licensee's most recent RAI response (that
of 9/19/97). This effort represents a continuation of work initially undertaken as a part of
general technical support contract JCN 3-2017, Task Order 6. The current efforts have
been performed as a part of the follow-on efforts under JCN J-2503, Task Order 3, Sub
task 5.
1.3

Organization of This Report

Chapter 2 provides a direct review of the licensee RAI responses for each of the four
points raised in the RAT of 7/9/97. Chapter 3 summarizes SNL's findings and
recommendations regarding the adequacy of these licensee responses and calculations.
Appendix A provides a brief review of the licensee provided calculation ESI 150-1 which
had been requested in the RAI. This calculation documents the analysis methods used for
the baseline cases. Appendix B provides a correction to the baseline thermal model
originally implemented by SNL in its letter report of 5/2/97. That is, in performing the
current review SNL identified a relatively minor mistake in our own calculations.
Appendix B discusses and corrects this mistake, and provides corrected results for the
ampacity calculations.
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2.0 LICENSEE RESPONSE TO TECHMCAL CONCERNS
2.1

Consistency Between Baseline and Clad Models

2.1.1

Statement of Concern

Of the concerns identified by SNL this first concern was identified as of most significance.
The specific concern was the fact that the licensee clad and baseline case ampacity limits
were not derived on a consistent thermal modeling basis. In any ampacity derating
assessment, either experimental or analytical, it is critical that both the baseline and clad
ampacity values have been determined on a consistent basis. By not maintaining
consistency, the licensee is comparing "apples to oranges" and this renders the results
of
the analysis highly suspect. This was cited as a serious flaw in the licensee approach that
renders the results highly suspect.
The USNRC made the following request of the licensee:
"It appears that ComEd's base case comparisons are not applied on a consistent
basis. In particular, the licensee is comparing a calculated clad case ampacity limit to
a base case ampacity derived on a different basis. The estimates of fire barrier
Ampacity Derating Factor (ADF) should be based on self-consistent treatment of the
clad and base line cases. In this case, it is considered critical to assess both the clad
and base line ampacity limits using a self-consistent thermal model. If the thermal
model is used to predict the clad ampacity limits, then a thermal model fully
consistent with the clad case analysis should also be used to assess the base line
ampacity limits as well. The licensee is requested to implement a thermal model for
the analysis of the base line case ampacity that is fully consistent with the its (sic)
clad case analysis, and to then base its final ampacity derating assessments on a
comparison of the clad and base line thermal analysis results."
2.1.2

The Licensee Response

The licensee response to this request has made a number of points. These are summarized
as follows:
-

The baseline ampacity limits are obtained using a "Stolpe/ICEA" model
contained in a program called SLICE. (This program has not been reviewed
by SNL, although the licensee did provide a copy of Calculation ESI 150-1
which documents the calculation procedure. This calculation is reviewed in
Appendix A to this report.)

-

The baseline ampacity limits cited in the ampacity study are calculated based on
the SLICE model; hence, they are consistent with those used in the original
plant design calculations.
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The licensee states that the clad case thermal model "used the same modeling
assumptions for the cable mass in the tray, and the same general approach for
radiation and convection heat transfer" as that used in SLICE.

The licensee concludes that "It is not necessary to implement an additional
thermal model as requested, because the fire wrapped tray model used is
fundamentally consistent with the Stolpe model utilized for the base line and
for the SLICE program."
The licensee also states that "Furthermore, the fire wrapped tray model was
compared and verified against actual industry test results" and that "This
verification provided assurance that the fire wrapped ampacities provided by
the model are reliable as ampacity values, and not simply as relative values for
deriving deratings."
Assessment of Response Adequacy

2.1.3

While the licensee response has clarified and resolved certain points of uncei .ainty
previously raised by SNL, it has not resolved the underlying concern. In particular, the
licensee response has clarified how the baseline ampacity values were obtained. However,
it is now definitively clear that the licensee clad and baseline models are not self
consistent, and the licensee has made no attempt to modify its models to address this
concern.
SN.L can now definitively identify two specific points of inconsistency. Of these two
inconsistencies, the first is most significant:
The baseline case assumes no heat transfer through the sides of the tray. The
clad case analysis assumes full, and indeed optimistic, heat transfer through the
tray and barrier sides.
By not crediting the sides in the baseline case, the licensee minimizes the baseline
ampacity. By fully and optimistically crediting the sides in the clad analysis, the licensee
maximizes the clad case ampacity. When the two values are compared the result is to
minimize of the ADF estimate. In this case the effect will be more pronounced as the
width of the tray decreases. SNL finds that this inconsistency is inappropriate and has a
non-conservative effect on the ADF estimates.
The second inconsistency noted by SNL is:
-

A different correlation for the convective heat transfer coefficient is used for
the bottom surface of the tray/barrier in the clad and baseline analyses.

This difference in this case is less significant. However, the net effect is again towards the
non-conservative in terms of the estimated ADF. The correlation cited in IS1150-1, the
baseline calculations, is the older -and less optimistic of the two. The correlation cited in
BYR94-082/BRW-94-194, the clad analyses, is more current and more consistent with
4

current practice, but is also somewhat more optimistic regarding the heat transfer rate.
Hence, once again the clad ampacity is estimated on a more optimistic basis than is the
corresponding baseline ampacity. SNL, again, finds this to be inappropriate.
As a final note, SNL finds the licensee arguments that its thermal model can reliably
estimate clad case ampacity limits directly has not been adequately supported. While the
licensee did validate the clad case thermal model for certain limited cases, the validations
only involved single tray standard applications, not the multiple tray applications of
ultimate interest. The licensee has not provided any validation basis for the multiple tray
clad ampacity calculations; hence, SNL recommends that this assertion not be credited
without substantial additional validation.
SNL also notes that this assertion is contrary to the stated intent of the thermal model.
That is, the licensee has stated previously that the intent of the thermal model is to
estimate ADF values, not clad case ampacity limits directly. SNL considers the calculation
of direct ampacity limits to be much more difficult. The calculation of a relative ADF is
far easier, and would be less subject to modeling error, provided that consistency is
maintained between the clad and baseline models (the exact issue of concern here). If the
licensee's stated intent had been to predict clad ampacity limits directly, then SNL would
have held the calculation to a higher standard of validation and reliability than has been
applied in our reviews to date.
2.1.5

Summary and Recommendations

SNL finds the licensee arguments regarding consistency and the acceptability of the
previously reviewed analysis approach to be unconvincing. SNL again reiterates its
findings from the earlier review that the licensee is comparing "apples to oranges" and that
this is not appropriate for this type of calculation. SNL recommends that the USNRC not
accept the licensee approach as currently documented. It is further recommended that the
licensee be asked, again, to resolve the modeling inconsistencies and to ensure that the
clad and baseline case models are fi.llv self consistent.
Based on the new information provided in the licensee RAI response, SNL can now be
specific about the nature of the inconsistencies that exist between the baseline and clad
ampacity calculations. Two such inconsistencies were noted, and both were found to
introduce unwarranted optimism in the final ADF estimates. These are (I) inconsistent
treatment of heat transfer from the tray/barrier sides and (2) inconsistent treatment of
convective heat transfer from the bottom surface of the tray/barrier. Hence, resolution of
this concern would require that either the baseline or clad case model be modified as
follows:
Modification of the baseline case model (ESI150-1) would require that full
credit be given to heat transfer from the sides of the tray in the baseline case,
and that the more modern convective heat transfer coefficient used in BYR94
082/BRW-94-194 be applied to the lower surface of the tray in ESI150-1 as
well.
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Alternatively, modification of the clad case model would require that (1) heat
transfer from the sides of the tray not be credited in the clad case analyses and
(2) that the older correlation for heat transfer from the lower surface of the fire
barrier be applied consistent with the baseline treatment as per ESI Iso-1.
SNL reiterates its earlier finding that these inconsistencies represent a serious and
fundamental flaw in the licensee modeling approach. However, SNL also finds that the
level of effort required to address this concern is quite modest. In fact, SNL has already
demonstrated an acceptable alternate baseline model, and has performed the necessary
calculations (see corrections cited in Appendix B below).
2.2 Possible Error in ICEA versus Stolpe Application
2.2.1

Statement of Concern

In its earlier review SNL noted that in calculating ampacity limits, it appeared that the
licensee had made an error. The apparent error was related to the manner in which the
licensee had calculated and used depth of fill in the estimation of baseline ampacity limits
It was noted that Stolpe and the ICEA use different definitions for the cable depth of fill
and cable cross-sectional area. It is important to ensure that these different definitions are
treated in a consistent manner, and it appeared that the licensee had not maintained this
consistency. The licensee was asked to resolve these apparent discrepancies and to attach
the cited calculation (ESI150-1) for review.
2.2.2

The Licensee Response

The licensee has provided a copy of the cited calculation, and this calculation has been
reviewed by SNL. This was also accompanied by a discussion of the licensee practice in
this regard.
2.2.3

Evaluation of Adequacy

The licensee response was complete and has resolved the identified concern. In particular,
under the licensee approach, depth of fill values are calculated using the ICEA definition,
but the corresponding heat intensity values are calculated based on the assumption that a
circular cable cross-section will be used in practice for the ampacity calculation. While
this appears on the surface to be an inappropriate mixing of the values (hence SNTL's initial
finding), it is now clear that the licensee has been diligent and self consistent in their
practice. Self-consistency is the primary concern, and this has been maintained.
2.2.4

Summary and Recommendations

SNL finds that the licensee has fully resolved the identified concern. No further actions on
this item are recommended.
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2.3
2.3.1

Licensee Heat Intensity Tables
Statement of Concern

As a part of its submittal, the licensee had presented its own customized table of heat
intensity values similar to that provided in the ICEA tables. The cited values appeared to
deviate from the Stolpe/ICEA values, and SNL was unable to reproduce the values in this
table. In particular, SNL was unable to reproduce the licensee cited baseline ampacity
limit of 27.5 A for the nominal baseline case considered by the licensee in its subsequent
evaluations. The licensee was asked to resolve these apparent discrepancies and to explain
how the 27.5 A baseline value was obtained.
2.3.2

The Licensee Response

The licensee response cites the basis for the assumed 27.5 A baseline current. Of
particular note is the fact that this limit includes derating to allow for a solid tray cover as
the "baseline" plant condition. The licensee also cites that this value was used in the
original plant design as an ampacity design limit for the installed cables. Hence, in the
current BYR94-082/BRW-94-194 ampacity assessment this value was used in a screening
type assessment. In particular, the calculation attempted to estimate, under clad
conditions, the depth of fill at which this design maximum ampacity would be potentially
excessive. This allowed for a screening of the plant "routing points" by depth of fill to
identify trays in need of further analysis.
2.3.3

Assessment of Response Adequacy

SNL finds the licensee response to this question to be adequate. In particular, SNL finds
that the practice as described in the RAI response was appropriate to the current
assessments. That is, using the original design maximum load as a depth of fill screening
tool was appropriate, and in fact, somewhat innovative. This response has fully clarified
the intent of the licensee in this regard.
2.3.4

Summary and Recommendations

SN'L finds that the licensee has fully resolved the identified concern. No further actions on
this RAI item are recommended.
2.4
2.4.1

References to "SilTemp Sheet"
Statement of Concern

In several of the licensee calculation, there is a reference made to the "thickness of the
SilTemp sheet" and yet no references to the use of a SilTemp sheet was provided
elsewhere in the submittal. The licensee was asked to clarify if a SilTemp sheet is used in
any of its fire barrier constructions.
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2.4.2

The Licensee Response

The licensee has clarified that SilTemp is not used in the construction of fire barriers.
Hence it has not been modeled in the thermal analyses.
2.4.3

Adequacy of Response and Recommendations

The licensee response has fully resolved the identified concerns. No further actions on this
RAI item are recommended.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF REVIEW FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SNL finds that the licensee has fully resolved three of the four items raised by the USNRC
in its RAI of July 9, 1997. The one unresolved item was that related to the failure on the
part of the licensee to maintain consistency between the clad and baseline case thermal
models. This was cited by SNL in its original review as the most significant of the four
identified concerns. The licensee was not responsive to the USNRC request to modify the
thermal models to ensure self-consistency, but rather, tried to once again justify the
existing treatment. SNL finds the licensee arguments in this regard to be unconvincing.
SNL reiterates its findings from the earlier review that the licensee is comparing "apples to
oranges" and that this is not appropriate for this type of calculation. Further, SNL
reiterates its finding that the identified inconsistencies represent a serious and fundamental
flaw in the licensee modeling approach. SNL recommends that the USNRC not accept the
licensee approach as currently documented. It is further recommended that the licensee be
asked, again, to resolve the modeling inconsistencies and to ensure that the clad and
baseline case models are &illyself consistent.
Based on the new information provided in the licensee RAI response, SNL can now be
specific about the nature of the inconsistencies that exist between the baseline and clad
ampacity calculations. Two such inconsistencies were noted, and both were found to
introduce unwarranted optimism in the final ADF estimates. These are (1) inconsistent
treatment of heat transfer from the tray/barrier sides and (2) inconsistent treatment of
convective heat transfer from the bottom surface of the tray/barrier.
Resolution of this concern would require modification of either the baseline or clad case
model to address these two points of inconsistency. The level of effort required to address
these two points is quite modest. In fact, SNL has already demonstrated an acceptable
alternate baseline model, and has performed the necessary calculations as documented in
our 5/2/97 report and in Appendix B below. Adoption by the licensee of this baseline
model and the corresponding results would fully resolve this point of concern.
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Appendix A: A Brief Review of Licensee Calculation ESI1 50-1 Rev. 0
A. 1 Introduction
As an attachment to the current licensee submittal, the licensee has included a proprietary
calculation, ES1150-1 Rev. 0, "Allowable Heat Intensity in Cable Trays." This calculation
documents the methods used by the licensee in the development of its customized
ampacity tables, which are also used as to estimate baseline ampacity limits for the fire
barrier assessments as well. The previous lack of documentation for these baseline
calculations resulted in some uncertainty in SNL's previous reviews. The availability of
this calculation allows us to fully resolve those uncertainties.
Note that because the licensee calculation is cited as proprietary, SNL's review will be
somewhat limited in the level of detail reported here. That is, SNL has taken precautions
in documenting these review findings to ensure that any proprietary information is not
revealed through this report. This is in particular relevant to the discussion of the actual
calculation methods and results, rather than objectives and general approaches.
A.2 Calculation Purpose
The stated purpose of the calculation is "to determine the amount of heat per unit cross
sectional area versus depth of fill which can be generated in a cable tray." The calculation
assumes standard 90"C cable and 40*C ambient conditions. The calculation is stated to
be performed for "solid bottom trays without covers."
A.3 Calculation Process
The calculation considers two contributors to the overall cable to ambient temperature
drop; namely, the temperature drop in the cable mass and the temperature drop from the
surface of the cables to the ambient.
-

The cable mass is treated as per the treatment of Stolpe using a simplified one
dimensional expression.

-

Heat transfer to the ambient is treated using standard heat transfer expressions.

No specific mistakes in this regard were noted.
A.4 Critical Assumptions Impacting Calculation BYR96-082/BRW-96-194
There is one assumption made clear in this calculation that is critical as it directly impacts
the validity of licensee Calculation BYR96-082!BRW-96-194. This is the fact that,
consistent with Stolpe, calculation ESI150-1 neglects heat transfer from the sides of the
tray. This is quite important because the clad case thermal model allows full credit for
heat transfer from the tray surfaces.
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It is also important to note that the calculation has also utilized a mixture of the ICEA and
Stolpe definitions of fill depth and cable cross-section. In particular, fill depth is based on
the ICEA definition (assuming "square" cables) whereas the final heat intensity values are
based on the Stolpe definition of cable cross-section which assumes "round" cables.
On the surface this appeared to be an inappropriate practice. However, it is now clear that
the licensee has been self-consistent in this regard. Hence, while somewhat
unconventional, SNL has verified that no errors have been made by the licensee in this
regard.
A.5

Mistakes in the Calculation

There were no mistakes noted in the licensee's execution of this simple calculation.
A.6 Summary of Findings and Recommendations
The calculations presented in ESII SO-1 are fully consistent with Stolpe's method of
analysis. The results of the licensee calculations diff.r from those of Stolpe primarily
because (1) the licensee has tailored the model to address the solid bottom cable trays in
use at the plant and (2) the depth of fill is based on the ICEA definition however, the heat
intensity limits are based on Stolpe's definition of cable cross-section. These factors do
account for the differences noted in SNL's previous reviews.
The model is not, however, fully consistent with the licensee's clad case thermal model.
In particular two points of inconsistency were identified. This is discussed in detail in
Section 2.1 above.
SNL finds that the licensee calculation ESI150-1 represents an appropriate basis for the
calculation of in-plant cable tray baseline ampacity limits. No implementation errors were
identified. No specific actions regarding this calculation are recommended.

II

Appendix B: Errata for SNL Baseline Case Calculations
B.1

Overview

As a part of its previous effort (see 5/2/97 letter report cited in Section 1.0 above) SNL
implemented a MATHCAD model for the analysis of the licensee baseline cases that was
intended to be fully consistent with the licensee's clad case analyses. In performing the
current review, SNL noted a discrepancy in our own model implementation. This
appendix provides a correction for this error.
In the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient for the bottom surface of the tray, SNL
inadvertently applied an exponent of 1/4 (0.25) rather than the correct value of 1/5 (0.20).
This mistake had a very minor impact on the baseline ampacity limits calculated by SNL.
This is because convective heat transfer from the bottom surface is a minor contributor to
the overall rates of heat transfer for the system as a whole. However, because of the
mistake all of the baseline ampacity limits were very modestly overstated.
SNL has corrected this error, and the table below provides a corrected set of ampacity and
ADF results for the cases previously considered. An updated listing of the thermal model
is also attached. The mistake is highlighted by a notation along the right-hand margin in
capital letters for reference.
B.2 Summary of Case Study Results
The following table, B. 1, provides the updated and corrected results for the SNL
implementation of the licensee thermal models in the baseline case. The table was
originally presented as Table 3.1 in SNL's Letter Report of 5/2/97.
Table B.I: Summary of SNL case study base line analysis ampacity limit and ampacity derating results
for the depth of fill conditions analT.ed by the Iicensee
Dcpth of Fill (in)

Licensee Cited Values
ADF (%)

SNL Model Results

Base Line

Base Line

Ampacity Limit

Ampacity Limit

(A)

(A)

ADF (%)

0.68

69.755

60.6

74.5

63.1

0.72

67.475

59.2

72.0

61.8

0.76

65.41

58.0

69.7

60.6

0.83

62.117

55.7

66.2

58.4

0.87

60.422

54.5

64.4

57.3

0.91

58.855

53.3

62.6

56.1

0.98

56.303

51.2

59.9

54.1

1.06

53.722

48.8

57.1

51.8

1.10

52.522

47.6

55.8

50.7

1.14

51.381

46.5

54.6

49.7
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A reproduction of the Commonwealth Edison Co. method of calculation for cable trat heat transfer and
barrier ampacity derating analysis.
This is basically a reproduction of the calculation methods of calculation G-63 Rev. 4, and of BYR
96-082/BRN-96-194 in that all of the basic modeling assumptions have been implemented as defined
by the utility. This includes:
- uniform surface temperature for the cable mass including the same temperature assumed for
Sthe full height of the side rails, and for the bottom of the solid-bottom cable
tray,
- same size cable: 31C 6AWG 600V with diameter of 0.953"
- uniform heating in cable mass
- Stolpe/Holmann simplified treatment of cable mass internal heat transfer
- Holmann correlations for convective heat transfer
- full credit for radiatborilconvection from all surfaces
For this calculation, SNL has implemented a Base Line case analysis of an un-clad tray fully consistent
with the corresponding clad tray analyses pursued by the utility in its calculations, especially those
of
BYR-96-0821 _
This case is for a 24"x4" cable tray, 2.5" depth of fill, no fire wrap, open top, solid bottom.
To star, must define a fundamental temperature unit. As per MathCad ;tandard approach, we
use the otherwise unused coulomb charge units and redefine this a one unit of absolute Kelvin
temperature:
Note: This version assumes use of MathCad 4.0 or higher, so don't need to define
fundamental units of K, otherwise insert line:
K:= coul
We only want C to K converter.
CtoK - 273.16-K
Now set some fixed physical parameters:
The Cables:

d cable := 0.953in

n cond =3

R cble

The Tray:

Wtray =-24.in

h tray " 4.in

d fill:= 235.in

The cable mass: pcable:= 13.12K.ft
watt

0.000513.o

cable mass thermal resistivity in C-ftNW as
per stolpe 400 C-cm/W

A. Ahlowable heat calculated based on Heat Intensity
1: the uility values of heat intensity and the utility method for area calculation:
Need cross-sectional area. As per utility use actual area of cables. This is in direct contrast to
the ICEA tables which uses the square-cable equivalent area.

eq-

4

1

A eq =47.124.in 2

lWt

M-1 2.065. watt
f.in2

HI.A
1 eq
A cable "d

cable2

-IAcable
I n cable
,•ncond.R cable

This value is extrapolated from the utility table, not ICEA value

Q

= 97.311 .-•Wtt
ft

Total heat allowed for whole tray

A cable =0.713 -2

To
get ampacity limit, use cable actual area
consistent
with utility approach

I = 30.937 -amp

This would be the allowable ampacity for this
case using the heat intentity approach and
I Jhe utility values.

2. We can now do the same thing using the 1CEA heat intensity values and the ICEA definition
of cross sectional area:
Aeq =60-i- 2

A eq:= d fU'W tray

ICEA definition of area is equiv.-square area

Ifl.:
watt
M:= 1.784 w
ft.jn2

This heat intensity value is directfy from the
ICEA Appendix A table

= 107.04 .ý

QH := HI-A eq

Q

A cable ` d cable

A cable = 0.908-in2

To get ampacity limit use cable area as
equivalent square

I = 32.447-amp

This would be the allowable ampacity for this
case using the heat intentty approach and
the ICEA values.

ft

Total heat allowed for the tray as a whole

HIA cable
n cond"R cable

B. The second method is to set an actual am. acity, calculate temperature and heat flow values by a
thermal model, and noodle on ampacity until a cable hot spot of 90C is obtained. This is where the
licensee thermal model comes into play. SNL has implemented this model fully consistent with the
licensee implementation and assumptions, but has not included any fire barriers in the analysis.
Need to set some constants, cable properties and metal propertiess as per those used in
BYR96-092 ....
a := 5.6691-10"='

t

Stephan.Bottzmann

J'4

C cable

:

0.95

This is cable emmisivity
This is the metal emmisivity, very low value assumes by CE

Csteel:= 0.33

A cable-top
A steel

_ tray

A side := 2.h tray

Heat transfer surface areas

A top_bott = w tray

tay + 2.h try

T arab :=40-K + CtoK

Tamb =313.16-K

ambient temp is 40C:

Step 1: Set the ampacity and calculate internal cable heating rate:
This is a guess, we will iterate to get the right ampacity
NOODLE HERE TO GET 90C CABLE TEMP.

I .= 32.42.amp
A mass :z w tray.d flu

dlec

Q cables

A mass
aebl 2
d cable

n cable =66.064
2

ccable-n cond- -R cable

Watt
Q cables = 106.864 -f
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heating rate calculated above to the external heat losses by radiation and convection.
(Recall that
top of cable mass, side rails, and bottom panel on tray all assumed to be at same
temperature):
Seed the surface temperature value for root finder below:
T surc 320-K
Recall that we assume rails and tray bottom are an at same temp as cable mass
surface
so can treat radiation to ambient as single equation:

Q oe's

4

ucableA
r)

_T

4)[ (P steel

A steel)

cablet

Convection Formulas:
sides:

". m-Tab
).5T

hside (Tse•) := 1.42. ug--t-t
MTK K

Q cony side (7 surf) h sde(T surf) -A side- (T surf - T amb)
Top:

t of :T . 2.

K

wtray

Qconttom
p(T swi): h top (T suf>A t

(7surf- Tamb)

Bottom:
h

,(T s,,) :

-.K

!20

-T

=0 "urf

MK

I,.

w

NOTE ERROR IN SNL ORIGINAL
USED 0.25 EXP INSTEAD OF
S.20M!!11!

Q cov-bnTsur1) zh bott(T surr)'A top~bottf (Tsrf-T amb)
Total Heat Transfer.

QReve (T s) s(TQ rad (T surf) Q conyleside (T swf) Q conytop ( surf) Q con
Review Values:
Q total (T suýl = t 8.763 -"'
att

Q rad(T surf) = 12.712 "

h side (TIM) = 4.0g -L.K
ft

h to

watt

sTurf) -2.4 16'-at

Matt
h boil (Tsurf) = 0.989 *.t
m2.K

Qconv o (Tsr ) = I.7.07

_2
ft
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t

surf)

Use ROOT to solve for surface temperature at which total heat transfer equals heat generation in
cables:

Tsur:=ro ý(Qtotal(T su) -Q cablesT surf)
T xf - CtoK = 71.719-tempcratre

T swf = 344.g79.K

Step 3: Now we have surface temp, need to analyze internal behavior of the cable mass to get the hot
spot temperature. As per the licensee, we use the simplified model of StolpelHolmann:

Tcbe

Q cables'P cable~d fill
8-w tray

T cable =363.135 K

T

+T w

cable - CtoK = 89.975 "K

This is the cable hot-spot temperature in degrees C, need to fiddle value until about 90:
Recall current:
I = 32.42 -amp
Final Result of Calculation: Using the utfility modeling assumptions and correlations, the base line
current is estimated as 32.42A. This is in very close agreement with the ICEA values obtained either
from the tables themselves (31.77) or from the ICEA heat intensity values (32.44). In this case, the
tray is rather wide, 24", and not very tall, only 4*. Hence, the side rags play a minor role, and the
results is about the same as if didn't credit sides at all as is the case for Stolpe and the ICEA.
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FORWARD
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) has solicited the support of
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in the review of utility submittals associated with fire
protection and electrical engineering. This letter report documents the results of an initial
SNL review of a set of supplemental calculations included in the licensee response to an
USNRC RAI sent to the Braidwood Station on November 2, 1995 (Calculation BYR96
082/BRW-96-194). These new calculations deal with the issue of fire barrier ampacity
derating factors for cable tray fire barrier systems involving certain special cable tray fire
barrier configurations. This report is the fourth in a series of review reports, of which the
first three dealt vith calculations for more standard barrier configurations and were
prepared under USNRC JCN J2017, Task Order 6. The current efforts were performed
under USNRC JCN J2503, Task Order 3, Subtask 5.

ii°-

1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

In response to USNRC Generic Letter 92-08, Braidwood Station provided documentation
of the licensee position regarding ampacity derating factors associated with its installed
fire barrier systems. In particular, the original licensee submittals included documentation
of analyses performed to assess the adequacy of in-plant cable ampacity factors for two
types of Appendix R cable tray and conduit fire barrier systems; namely, Thermo-Lag and
Darmatt. On August 25, 1995 SNL prepared a letter report which documented the results
of an extensive review of the licensee approach and calculations'. Based largely on the
findings of this review, on November 2, 1995 the USNRC sent a Request for Additional
Information (RAI) to the licensee requesting clarification of several points of concern
identified in the review.
In a letter dated March 21, 1996 the licensee provided an initial response to this RAI.
SNL provided a review of this initial response to the USNRC in a letter report dated
August 16, 1996. Subsequently, the USNRC forwarded an additional set of response
documents to SNL for review. This supplemental set of licensee response documents
included documentation of an entirely new set of analytical calculations covering a range
fire barrier installations for both cable trays and conduits. SNL submitted a third letter
report on December 20, 1996 that focused on the updated calculations that corresponded
-to those originally submitted by the licensee and reviewed by SNL in 1995. The licensee
documents provided for SNL review were:
Letter, Denise Saccomando to USNRC Document Control Desk, March 2 1,
1996 with one attachment. (This is the initial response document reviewed in the
August 16, 1996 letter report.)
Letter, John B. Hosmer to the USNRC Document Control Desk, July 12, 1996
with three attached licensee calculations (BYR-96-059/G-70-96-092 Rev. 0, BYR
96-082/BRW-96-194 Rev. 0, and G-63 Rev. 4).
1.2

Objectives of the Current Review

The current report documents an initial review by SNL of the licensee's new calculations
presented in BYR-96-082/BRW-96-194, Rev. 0. Initially, it had been intended that this
would be a final review of the licensee RAI response. However, as the review progressed
potential areas of concern not previously noted were identified which might significantly
compromise the reliability of the calculation results. Hence, the objective of this review
then became to identify potential areas of concern that might warrant a supplemental RAI.

¶ See letter S. Nowlen, SNL, to R_ Jenkins, USNTRC, Dated
8125/95 and the
attached letter report 'A Review of the Braidwood Station Analysis of Fire Barrier
Ampacity Derating Factors," Draft Revision 0, 8/25195.
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This effort represents a continuation of work initially undertaken as a part of general
technical support contract JCN J-2017, Task Order 6. The current efforts have been
performed as a part of the follow-on efforts under JCN J2503, Task Order 3, Subtask 5.
1.3

Overview of the Licensee Approach

In general the licensee approach to ampacity derating is based on analysis with limited
validation of the analysis process. This review has focused on the licensee Calculation
BYR-96-082/BRW-96-194 Rev. 0 which covers single cable trays in "special" barrier
configurations, multiple horizontal trays in a single fire barrier enclosure, single vertical
cable tray risers, and multiple cable tray'risers in a single fire barrier enclosure.
The approach taken by the licensee in its calculations is rather unique. In most ampacity
thermal models the objective is to calculate a limiting ampacity for a given set of
predefined cable installations, typically for both the base line and clad conditions.
However, in the Braidwood submittal the licensee sets an arbitrary value of the actual
current, and then calculates a limiting depth of fill for that current level. This is then
compared to standard values of ampacity fo. the base line case to determine the derating
impact. Such an approach to analysis can be risky because it is important to establish that
the thermal model is consistent with the base line ampacity tables. This is discussed
further below.
For each case a similar approach to analysis is undertaken:
A nominal "base line" ampacity limit of 27.5A is assumed for all cases. This
value is cited as being the base line ampacity for a 3/C 6AWG 600V light
power cable installed in a tray to a depth of fill of 2.5". (As will be noted
below, SNL takes exception to this characterization, but this concern
ultimately has no real impact on the results of the analysis.)
-

Using this value as an assumed input, the licensee implements a thermal model
to calculate the maximum depth of fill under clad conditions for which this
current value will result in a cable hot-spot temperature of 90*C.
The clad ampacity limit is converted to an equivalent "Heat Intensity" factor

for the clad case in a manner similar to that taken by Stolpe and by the ICEA
ampacity standard for open top cable trays (P-54-440).
-

This clad case heat intensity value is then compared to a "base line" heat
intensity value derived for the same depth of fill from a table developed by the
licensee.

-

The ampacity derating factor (ADE) is then calculated based on a ratio of the
two heat intensity values in a manner similar to that taken when actual cable
current limits are compared.
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While somewhat unusual, this process could, in principle, work. As will be discussed
further below, SNL has identified four points of concern regarding
these calculations, one
of which is considered especially significant. SNL's most serios
concerns are primarily
associated with issues of modeling consistency. These concerns
are discussed at length in
Section 3.2 below.
1.4

Organization of This Report

Chapter 2 provides a more detailed discussion of the licensee modeling
approach, and
certain fundamental concepts critical to the understanding of that
approach. Chapter 3
provides for a direct review of the licensee BYR-96-082/BRW-96-194
Rev. 0 calculation,
and in particular, focuses on potential shortcomings in that method
as currently
documented. Chapter 4 summarizes the SNL recommendations
regarding the adequacy of
these licensee responses and calculations.
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2.0 THE LICENSEE APPROACH TO ANALYSIS
2.1. Overview
Licensee Calculation BYR96-082/BRW-96-194 documents the results of a set of case
analyses performed to assess the derating impact for a number of special barrier and cable
tray configurations. In particular, the assessments include 3 hour barriers comprised of
both single and double layers of material, Thermo-Lag and Darmatt materials, horizontal
and vertical cable trays, and cases with either a single tray or multiple trays in the same fire
barrier enclosure. These calculations include certain very unique analysis approaches, and
include a number of assumptions that should result in a net conservative result if properly
applied.
The objective of this chapter is to describe the details of the licensee analysis method, and
to identify the critical assumptions that will impact the reliability and conservatism of the
results. These items are taken up primarily in Section 2.3 below. As a preliminary to
these discussions, Section 2.2 provides a brief review of, ertain concepts and approaches
that are cr. ical to an understanding of the licensee analyses. The specific items of concern
regarding the licensee implementation of its analysis model will be taken up separately in
Chapter 3.
2.2 Methods of Calculation for the Base Line Ampacity
There are at least three methods by which one can estimate the base line ampacity of a
cable in an open cable tray; namely, (1) use of the standard tables of ampacity such as the
ICEA P-54-440 tableg, (2) use of the Stolpe.ICEA concept of heat intensity limits, and (3)
implementation of a thermal model. The licensee analysis does implement a thermal
model1 but is also heavily dependent on the second of these approaches, the heat intensity
approach, although this approach is not especially common in practice. Hence, an
understanding of the heat intensity approach is critical to understanding the licensee
calculations.
The discussions in this section serve two purposes. First, each of these three methods of
analysis will be briefly summarized in order to establish a firm understanding of each. In
addition, as a part of each discussion, a single case example taken directly from the
licensee analyses will be considered to illustrate each approach. These case analysis
results will also support discussions in Section 3 below.
The specific case example considered by SNL corresponds to the base line case equivalent
to the clad tray cases examined in the first six calculations presented in the licensee
submittal.; namely, those cases used by the licensee to assess the sensitivity of the results
to the assumed width of the side rail-to-barrier air gap and to the cable mass-to-bottom.
barrier panel air gap. The base line case considers a 4"x24" cable tray filled to a depth of
2.5" based on the ICEA definition of fill depth (see discussion in 3.2.2 below) with 3/C, #6
AWG, 600 V cable with an outside diameter of 0.953". SNL will evaluate this same tray
for the base line condition using each of the three methods of analysis. Note that the
licensee assumed a "base line" ampacity for this case of 27.5 A.
4

t.

..............

2.2.1

................
-

The ICEA Ampacity Tables

Use of the ICEA P54-440 standard tables of ampacity for open top cable trays is by far the
most common approach taken to estimate cable ampacity limits for general cable tray
applications. This includes those cases requiring the application of a separately derived
estimate of a fire barrier ampacity derating factors. The process can be illustrated for the
specific case example cited in 2.2 above quite easily. In this example it is assumed that the
depth of fill, 2.5, is consistent with the ICEA definition of this parameter. SNL has made
this assumption because the thermal model clearly uses the ICEA definition of depth of fill
(see further discussion of depth of fill issues in 2.2.2 below).
The ampacity limit of a 3/C, 6 AWG, 600V cable can be calculated using either Table 3-3
or 3-6; the final result will be the same. Using Table 3-6, the base ampacity for a 6AWG
cable with a 2.5" depth of fill is given as 30A. This value must be corrected for the actual
cable diameter as compared to that assumed in the standard. This is done using the
equation in Section 2.3 of the standard as follows:
"1a=If!E,'.
0. 953"
d tbl t-tbele - 0.-90011
.900"(30A) = 31.77A

where 0.953" is the cable diameter cited by the licensee, and 0.900" is the cable diameter
cited in the ICEA tables. Hence, the tabulated base line arnpacity would be this modified
value, 31.77 A.
2.2.2

ICEA Heat Intensity Approach

A second and less commonly applied method of obtaining cable ampacity limits set forth in
the ICEA standard is to use the "heat intensity" limits in Appendix A of P54-440. This
method is generally applied when extrapolation of the tabulated limits in needed (for
smaller cables, or depth of fill values outside the tabulated range of 1"-3"). The
fundamental basis of Stolpe's work, and of the ICEA tables, is that the allowable
maximum value of heat intensity, that is the rate of heat generation per unit volume of
cables, is a function of cable tray depth of fill xuy. It is therefore assumed that for any
combination of cables loaded into any open top cable tray, the maximum heating rate of
each conductor in the tray can be calculated based only on knowledge of the total tray
depth of fill and the corresponding heat intensity. It is also important to note that the
licensee has cited Stolpe as the basis for their treatment, and hence, the results which
follow should be viewed as an appropriate basis for assessment of the licensee results.
In order to illustrate this approach let us first briefly review the concept of heat intensity as
defined by Stolpe. For this presentation we will use the notation of Stolpe in which (Q) is
the heat intensity, (q) is the actual heat generation rate for a single conductor, and
•
is the number of conductors in the cable. Heat intensity (Q) is basically the
allowable total heat generation rate per foot of cable tray per square inch of cable cross
section. (Note that this is distinguished from the "Watts per foot" method in that the
value heat intensity is volume based whereas "Watts per foot" is simply length based,
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allowable heat per foot of tray.) Mathematically, this can be expressed for a single cable
as (see Stolpe, eq. 1):
q* ncoductors

-v

Ax-sectlon

Note that (Q) is typically given in units WW/in 2 so that (q) is given in units of W/R, and
(A•. is the cross-sectional area of the n-conductor cable(s) in units of in2. If one is
given the allowable maximum heat intensity and the characteristics of the cable, then the
allowable rate of heat generation per conductor, (q), and the cables maximum current (1)
can be calculated. Given the conductor heating rate, the corresponding maximum cable
current is easily calculated using (see Stolpe, eq. 2):
q= I 2 RJ,2

where (

-.

is the AC tlectrical resistance per foot of cable.

In this process, there is one additional issue which must be understood. This has to do
with how the cross-sectional area of the cable and hence the depth of fill of a cable mass is
calculated. The most obvious approach for a single cable is to simply assume the cable is
circular, and to calculate the cable cross-section as:
nd 2

Aable

2'

4

However, under the definition provided in the ICEA standard, the area to be used is the
equivalent area of a square section fully surrounding the cable, rather than the actual cross
section of the round cable itself (see Section 2.2 of the standard):
cable =d 2

This issue also has implications for the calculation of depth of fill as well. In general, the
depth of fill is related to the number of cables in the tray (n.,., the width of the tray
(w..), and the cable cross-sectional area as follows:
d frill

Acable
nlcables
Wtra

Wctzy

However, the answer obtained is, quite obviously, dependent of which method is used to
c•lculate the cable cross section. If one uses the actual circular cross section, then depth
of fill is given as:
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In effect, one is assuming that the cables are very tightly packed with essentially no air
gaps. It is this definition that was used by Stolpe in his original paper. In contrast, the
ICEA standard very clearly assumes the equivalent square cable area because depth of fill
is specifically cited as being calculated as:
-df.1

d2

The ultimate lesson to be taken from this discussion is that in order to properly apply the
heat intensity approach, the cross section of a single cable, the depth of fill of the cable
mass, and the heat intensity must all e based on the same analysis approach. In
particular, a 2.5' fill as defined by Stolpe is not the same as a 2.5' fll as defined by the
ICEA. In fact, a 2.5" "ICEA fill" is really equal to a (2.5*r/4) or 1.96" "Stolpe fill".
However, for a given tray, either method should yield essentially the same result.
As a final note to this discussion, observe the fact that the ICEA cited heat intensity limits
are actually idealicl to those cited by Stolpe at any given depth of fill. Heat intensity is a
function of depth of fill only, and because Stolpe and the ICEA have used different
definitions for this parameter, one might not expect a one-to-one correspondence between
the Stolpe and the ICEA heat intensities. However, is it simple to verify that, for example,
the ICEA heat intensity at 2.5* "ICEA fill" is identical to the Stolpe heat intensity for a
83.3% or 2.5" "Stolpe fill." As noted above, for a given cable arrangement the Stolpe
method will yield a smaller fill depth than will the ICEA approach. Hence, the Stolpe fill
method would yield a higher heat intensity limit due to the lower fill. The ampacity one
would calculate ends up essentially the same because the higher heat intensity is offset by
the correspondingly lower cable cross-section area given by the Stolpe versus ICEA
method. Hence, in the end a given cable is allowed to generate approximately the same
level of heat in either case, and hence, ends up with essentially the same ampacity limit.
Returning to the our specific case example, the ampacity limit of a 6AWG wire in a cable
tray with a 2.5" depth of fill can be easily determined. However, the result will depend on
whether we consider 2.5" depth of fill to be a "Stolpe fill" or an "ICEA fill." Based on an
examination of the licensee thermal model, it is clear that in that model the licensee has
implemented a definition of depth of fill based on the ICEA approach (see further
discussion in Section 2.3.1 below). Hence, a comparison based on the ICEA definitions
appears most appropriate. However, for illustrative purposes, SNL will consider both
possi'ble definitions.
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For a 2.5" ICEA fill, ICEA specifies a beat intensity limit of 1.784W/fLr/in2 . In accordance
with the ICEA approach using the square-equivalent, the cross section of the cable is

given by.
Acb

=

2
d2 = (0.953in) 2 = 0.908in

Rearranging Stolpe eq. I as given above, we can now calculate the allowable heating rate
for each of the three conductors in the licensees cable based on the heat intensity as
specified in the ICEA tables:
q

-q

Q1

A 2 .5

cAcbe

_ 1.784*0.908 = 0.540 W/ft

nconductors

Rearranging Stolpe's eq. 2, the corresponding current can be calculated as:
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S-

0.000513

= 32.45 A

As one expects, this value is quite similar to the actual value extrapolated directly from the
ICEA tables (31.77 A as discussed above). The minor difference, about 2%, is easily

attnrbuted to round-off in the standard tables.
For illustration let us assume that the 2.5" were in fact based on Stolpe's definition of fill
depth. The corresponding heat intensity must be obtained by extrapolation because Stolpe
only plots his results for up to a 2.4" depth of fill (80%/, fill of a 3" cable tray). The value
estimated by SNL for a 2.5" fill based on extrapolation of Stolpe's plot is 1.75 W/flf' 2.
As noted above, this is roughly identical to the ICEA heat intensity values cited above.
However, if this is a "Stolpe fill" then the one must also use the circular cable cross
section in the calculation of allowable current. Hence, the ampacity limit for this 2.5"
"Stolpe fill" is given by:
-D

2 )n.n

Q

R.,

0. 953
2

(1.75)(3.14)
(3) (5.13E-4)

_28.5 A

Thus, if the 2.5" is assumed to be based on Stolpe's definition of fill depth then an
ampacity of 28.5 A which is much more consistent with the 27.5 A value cited by the
icensee.
As a final example, let us assume that the 2.5" fill was based on the ICEA definition. In
this cas as cited above the equivalent "Stolpe fill" would in fact be about 1.96". Using
this value, the heat intensity limit given by Stolpe would be about 2.4 W/f/hin2 , and the
corresponding ampacity limit would be:
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D
2

Qn
ncond Rac

0.953
2

(2.4.),(3.14)
(3) (5.13E-4)

=33.3 A

As noted above, when the depth of fill and cable cross-section are treated consistently, the
Stolpe method yield essentially the same ampacity, 33.3 A, as did the ICEA method,
32.45 A. The key is to ensure that depth of fill and cable cross-section are used
consistently.
2.2.3

Use of a Thermal Model

A third approach to the estimation of base line ampacity values is to apply a thermal model
and to simply calculate the allowable ampacity limit for a given case. This approach is
rarely, if ever, used in practice for cable trays, but is relatively common for the calculation
of conduit ampacities (the National Electric Code, NEC, specifically allows this approach
for -.xample). With a direct calculation of actua ampacity limits for a given case there is
more potential for error. This is because modeling assumptions and any mistakes made in
the development or execution of the thermal model will directly impact the results.
However, in the context of relative analysis of ampacity derating factors this is, by.far, the
preferable option.
In particular, in the context of the ampacity derating issue, the objective is to assess the
rcliix impact of the fire barrier system on cable ampacity limits. It is especially
important in this process to ensure that both the base line and clad case axnpacity values
have been assessed on a consistent basis. This holds for both testing and analysis based
approaches. In the specific case of testing, it is important that the sample be tested in both
the base line and clad conditions, and that these two test results be compared. It is not
considered appropriate to, for example, compare a tested clad ampacity to a base line
ampacity from the standard tables. The topic of the licensee analysis in this regard will be
taken up in Chapter 3.
In the case of our specific example problem, the licensee has not provided any thermal
modeling results to assess the base line ampacity. However, given the effort that has been
applied to the clad case analyses, the implementation of a fully consistent base line case
analysis is quite easily accomplished. SNL, as a part of this review, has implemented such
a model. The MATHCAD analysis file for this case is presented in Appendix A, and the
model will be taken up in detail in Chapter 3.
The final result of the SNL base line thermal model analysis estimated the base line
arnpacity to be 32.58 A. This value is in remarkably good agreement with the ICEA table
based value of 31.77 A, and with the ICEA heat intensity based value of 32.45 A.
However, the value is, once again, significantly higher than the 27.5 A value cited by the
licensee as the base line ampacity for this case.
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2.3

2.3.1

The Licensee Thermal Model

Overview of Approach

The thermal model developed by the licensee employs as set of well known and well
characterized heat transfer correlations incorporated into a single analysis package which
is "tuned" to suit a specific case analysis as needed. There is, however, one aspect of the
model which is unique in comparison to other ampacity derating analyses reviewed by
SNL
In a typical cable tray fire barrier ampacity derating analysis a given cable tray
configuration is defined in terms of the physical characteristics of the cable tray and cables.
This hypothetical tray is then analyzed with a thermal model to determine the current load
that will yield a predicted conductor temperature of 90*C while the ambient is at 40'C.
The calculation is repeated for the base line and for the clad conditions, and the resulting
ampacity values compared to estimate the derating impact. In this approach, the physical
characteristics of the system remain fixed, and the cable current is used as the "floating"
parameter that is adjusted to match the desired the; enal conditions. In effect, this mimics
the process of an ampacity derating test in which currents are adjusted for a given
specimen to obtain the desired thermal conditions.
In contrast, the licensee calculations in BYR96-082SBRW-96-194 are based on a
substantially different approach. The one aspect of the licensee submittal that is most
unique is that the licensee analysis has used the cable depth of fill as the "floating"
parameter in the analysis, rather than the cable current. That is, the licensee modeling
approach is to fix the cable ampacity at the outset of the calculation to a preset value, and
to then adjust the depth of fill until the hot spot temperature condition is satisfied. This
approach can be made to work because reducing the depth of fill is the same as reducing
the number of cables assumed to be present in the tray. This, in turn, reduces the total
heat load on the system and hence reduces the estimated temperature drops through each
element of the thermal model. The depth offill, i.e. the total heat load, can be adjusted
until a match is obtained.
The results of the initial thermal analysis are an allowable depth of fill for the chosen
"nominal (rated) ampacity of the cable" for the cable tray in a clad condition. In order to
establish the ampacity derating factor, the corresponding base line current must be
estimated. This is accomplished by using the heat intensity approach and a set of special
licensee derived heat intensity versus depth of fill values. That is, the depth of fill
determined in clad case analysis is used to establish an allowable base line heat intensity
based on a pre-set "look-up table." This heat intensity value is used in turn to establish the
allowable ampacity limit. This value is then compared to the clad case ampacity in the
standard manner to determine the derafing impact.
In principle, the concept of adjusting the depth of fill to match the thermal conditions is an
acceptable approach to the problem. However, as will be noted in Chapter 3 SNL has
certain concerns related to the licensee implementation of this thermal model that could
significantly impact the results of the licensee analysis.
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Critical Modeling Assumptions

The licensee's analysis has incorporated a number of modeling assumptions, both
conservative and non-conservative, that will significantly impact the analysis results. In
some regards, the licensee thermal model has followed standard and accepted engineering
practices. These include:
-

Standard, modern correlations for the convection rates both inside and outside
of the fire barrier have been employed in an apparently proper manner. For the
outside surfaces, the orientation of the surface has been included. For the
inside surfaces both orientation and gap width have been considered as
appropriate. (Note that this had been a point of concern raised in the original
1995 review.)

-

The analysis as presented by the licensee is clearly documented and relatively
easy to follow. The model has been implemented using commercially available
computer software, and includes proper handling of all units in the analysis.
Sourc ýs for all correlations have been cited.

-

The analysis has included consideration of the heat transfer effects within the
cable mass itself albeit in a rather simplified manner.

Those assumptions considered by SNL to be of a non-conservative nature include:
-

Full credit is given for heat transfer through the sides of the cable tray system
in addition to the heat transfer from the upper and lower surfaces. This
practice is contrary to common practice in which heat transfer from the sides is
neglected. In general, so long as the base line and clad cases are treated
consistently, this would not be a significant point of concern. It is the potential
inconsistencies in this treatment that are of concern to SNL.

-

In treating the sides of the cable tray, the licensee has assumed that the entire
height of the cable tray side rail will be at the same temperature as the surface
of the cable mass (also assumed to be at a uniform temperature). This
assumption is non-conservative for two reasons. First, there will be some
temperature drop from the cable to the side rail due to contact thermal
resistance between the two items. Second, the cables only come into contact
with a fraction of the side rail (typical depth of fills for the licensee calculations
are in the range of 1"or less). Hence, the rest of the side rail will act
somewhat like a fin to lower the average temperature of the side rail below that
of the cable mass. The licensee treatment assumes a side rail temperature
higher than that to be expected in reality which could over-estimate the role of
the side rails in the heat transfer process. Here again, the primary concern of
SNL is related to the consistency of the treatment.
In treating the bottom of the solid bottom cable trays used by the licensee, it
has been assumed that the temperature of the bottom plate will be identical to
11

that of the cable mass surface. This is potentially non-conservative because it
ignores the thermal contact resistance between the two surfaces. However,
given the configuration of the licensee trays, solid bottom, this will likely be a
minor effect in this case.
However, offsetting these potential sources of non-conservatism are several other
Esumption of a conservative nature. These include:
-

For all analyses involving multiple trays in a single enclosure, the licensee has
assumed that any un-powered cable trays present will act as perfebct insulators
and fully block the heat transfer through the "shadowed" portion of the fire
barrier.

-

An emissivity of 0.4 has been assumed for the unpainted Thermo-Lag surface.
This value is much lower than the 0.9 value typically assumed in such analyses.

This will be conservative because it will reduce the heat rejection capacity of
the fire barrier system.
-

Painted barriers are assumed to have an emissivity of 0.9 at the outside (cited
as typical of a painted surface) but will retain the 0.4 emissivity assumption
noted immediately above for the inner surfaces. Hence, a lesser level of
conservatism is realized when a painted barrier is considered.

-

A sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the impact of the assumed tray
rail height, side rail-to-barrier gap width, and bottom tray-to-barrier gap height
on the estimated derating impact. The most conservative values (the minimum
values) have been used in subsequent analyses.

Overall, the net impact of the licensee modeling assumptions should result in a reasonable
assurance that the ampacity derating impact has been conservatively estimated in this
regards. As will be noted in Chapter 3, there are aspects of the thermal model that still
render the final results of questionable reliability.
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3.0 POTENTIAL POINTS OF CONCERN
3.1

Overview

As a part of this review, SNL has identified four points of concern in the licensee's
analyses. These items are taken up in Section 3.2 below. The most significant of these
concerns relate to the manner in which the licensee has performed the base line case
assessments. The concerns in this regard relate to both the lack of consistency between
the base line and clad case assessments, and to certain errors and inconsistencies in how
the actual values were obtained. As will be noted below, SNL finds that the licensee
calculations have been seriously compromised by these problems. As an alternative, SNL
considers that the most appropriate basis for an analysis of this type is for the clad case
and base line case to both be calculated using a consistent thermal model SNL has
implemented such a model for the base line case analyses as a part of its review efforts.
The approach to modeling taken by SNL and the results of these analyses are discussed in
Section 3.3 below. Finally, SNL has considered whether on not the observed concerns
will impact the earlier Braidwod analyses for standard configurations, Calet lation G-63,
as discussed in Section 3.4 below.
3.2 Points of Concern
3.2.1

Consistency

Of the concerns identified by SNL the one that is of most significance is the observation
that the licensee is comparing a calculated clad case ampacity limit to a base line ampacity
derived on an entirely different basis. In any ampacity derating assessment, ether
experimental or analytical, it is critical that both the base line and clad ampacity values
have been determined on a consistent basis. By comparing a given analysis result to a
standard table of ampacity limits, the licensee is potentially comparing "apples to oranges"
and this renders the results of the analysis highly suspect.
The concern can be easily illustrated through an analogy to the testing approach. In
particular, it had once been proposed that ampacity derating values be based on a
comparison of a tested value of clad case ampacity to the ICEA tabulated value of the
open tray base line ampacity. This practice was considered inappropriate, and is no longer
allowed in the testing standard. Ampacity derating values in testing must now be based on
the comparison of a clad case test result to a corresponding base line case test result. This
ensures self-consistency in the test results.
The intent of ampacity derating is to establish the actual relative impact of the fire barrier
system on the ampacity limits. In testing, it has been concluded that this can only be
accomplished by comparing a base line test to a clad case test where each has been
performed under consistent test conditions. By the same reasoning, the only appropriate
basis for the analysis of ampacity derating factors is the comparison of clad and base line
analyses in which each analysis has-been performed using the same modeling assumptions,
correlations, and parameters.
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The primary basis for this constraint is that in previous efforts2 SNL has demonstrated that
calculations of the absolute ampacity limits of a cable tray system in comparison to
experimental or tabulated values can be very difficult, and that these calculations are
subject to significant variation based on nominally innocuous modeling changes. It was,
however, found that it was much easier to reliably reproduce the relative ampacity
derating impact from an experiment using a pair of self-consistent thermal models. That
is, the relative calculation of ADF was relatively simple provided that the base line and
clad cases were analyzed on a consistent basis. This is because the relative ADF impact is
actually presented as the ratio of two calculated ampacity values, and hence, minor errors
in the thermal model tend to be self-canceling provided that consistency is maintained.
In the case of the licensee submittals this consistency between the base line and clad case
analyses has not been maintained. In particular, the licensee has only exercised its thermal
model in the analysis of the clad cases under consideration. The base line case ampacity
limit is not assessed using a corresponding thermal model, but rather, is based on tabulated
values for the base line ampacity (as derived from the licensee's own table of heat intensity
has been provided that the
values versus cable depth of fill). No assurance w
intensity limits. This is
heat
licensee thermal model is at all consistent with the cited
considered to represent a serious flaw in the licensee approach that renders the results
highly suspect.
Findings and Recommendations SNL finds that the licensee's comparison of a clad case
ampacity limit to a base line ampacity derived from tabulated ampacity values (or heat
intensity limits) is an inappropriate bcsis for the derivation of ampacity derating factors. It
is recommended that the licensee be asked to reassess its ampacity demting estimates
using a thermal model for the base line case analyses that is fully consistent with the
thermal model used to estimate the clad case ampacity limits. (See further discussion of a
SNL implementation of such a model in Section 3.3 below.)
3.2.2

Possible Error in ICEA versus Stolpe Application

In calculating ampacity limits, it would appear that the licensee has made an error of
analysis. This impacts both the individual sensitivity analysis cases cited by the licensee
and the specific special configuration cases. The error is related to the manner in which
the licensee has calculated used depth of fill to calculate base line ampacity limits.
As was noted in 2.2.2 above, Stolpe and the ICEA provide different definitions for bow
depth of fill is to be calculated. These differences also apply directly to how the cross
sectional area of an individual cable is calculated as well. So long as one is consistent in
the calculation of both values, then essentially the same result will be obtained for either
case. In the licensee analyses this consistency appears to have been violated.

'See "Fire Barrier System Cable Ampacity Derating: A Review of Experimental
and Analytical Studies," A Letter Report to the USNRC, August 15, 1995, Final, prepared
by SNL under USNRC JCN J2018.
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In the licensee's clad case analyses an examination of the thermal model quickly and
clearly reveals that the ICEA definition of depth of fill has been
used. For example, s•e
page 16 of the licensee calculation. Near the middle of the page
the value "nt]' is
calculated from the given depth of fill. This equation also defines
depth of fill as it is
defined by the ICEA standard. The depth of fill definition is also
repeated at the top of
page 20, and again, it is quite clear that the ICEA definition has
been applied. This same
definition has been used throughout the balance of the licensee
clad case analyses as well.
In the analysis, the clad case ampacity is used directly to set the
total heat load on the
system using the electrical resistance of the conductors and the
total number of conductors
present (q, Iý*=*n
.*&J. Thus, the total heat load and the depth of fill are
intimately linked through the conductor count parameter (n..*n
.,
Given this it is
quite apparent that the clad ampacity limit is based on the ICEA
definition of fill depth.
This applies to both the sensitivity and special configuration analyses.
Consider now the sensitivity cases. As was illustrated in Section
2.2 above, a direct
application of the ICEA P-54-440 standard yields a base line ampacity
limit significantly
higher than the 27.5 A values cited by the lic.nsee. SNL has explored
two potential
explanations for this discrepancy:
-

The only way that SNL can come even close to reproducing this
value based
on a direct application of the ampacity tables is to assume that the
2.5" is based
on Stolpe's definition of fill depth so that the Stolpe definition
of cable cross
section applies. If this interpretation is correct, then the result
has been to
artificially reduce the base line ampacity in comparison to the clad
axnpacity,
and hence, to artificially reduce the calculated ADF.

-

One additional explanation considered by SNL is that the value
of 27.5 may
have been derived for a cable tray with a solid cover. Recall that
in the
Braidwood G-63 calculations, the licensee cited that solid bottom
cable trays
with solid steel covers were used predominantly at the plant. Licensee
testing
was cited as indicating a 15% derate because of the solid tray covers.
Indeed,
if the values of 27.5 is divided by 0.85 (imorder to "remove" a
15% derating of
the ICEA value), a modified ampacity of 32.35A is obtained. This
is, in fact,
very close to the value derived from the ICEA heat intensity
tables (see
discussion in Section 2.2.2 above). This is one alternative explanation
for how
this values was derived.

Either explanation is considered a significant point of concern. If the
value derives from
using a mixed definition of depth of fill versus cable cross-section, then
this is a clear
error.
If it derives from an assumption of a 15% derate for a covered
tray, then

it is also
an inappropriate basis for the base line case which should reflect an
open top tray. (Recall

that many of the cases examined in BYR96-092/BRW-96-194
did not include a solid
cover on the cable tray. This included all of the sensitivity cases.
It would be
inappropriate for the licensee to apply a base line ampacity for a
covered tray to these
analyses. The base line case should be the solid bottom, open top
tray case.)
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The impact of this apparent discrepancy on the sensitivity cases in very significant. For
example, if the base line ampacity assumed for the first of these sensitivity studies (see
pages 16-28 of 297) is raised to the ICEA ampacity (31.77A) then the calculated ADF
increases to 47.4% as compared to 39.3% calculated by the licensee.

It is unclear if the ADF values from any of these case studies will be used by the licensee
in actual applications. The summary of results presented at the end of the calculation does

not include these sensitivity cases, and hence, it is generally assumed that the values will
not be used. It should also be noted that this change would not impact the final sensitivity
conclusions in that the relative ranking of the case study ADFs would remain the same.
The same observation also applies to the specific case studies included by the licensee to
assess the special configurations. As was noted above, all of the clad case analyses have

been based on the ICEA definition of fill depth. The corresponding base line case analyses
for the various applications are all presented in the very last set of calculations which begin
on page 292. For the base line case analysis, the licensee simply sets the depth of fill
derived in an individual clad case analysis, uses a "look-up table" to get the corresponding
base line heat intensity for that depth of fill, and then calculates the corresponding
ampacity. The error is clearly seen in this last step. The fourth equation on page 293
clearly defines the ampacity relationship used (see equation: "Ampacity(DOF)=..."). This
equation is clearly based on the Stolpe definition of fill depth (note the presence of the

factor r1/4 in this equation which is only used when the Stolpe definitions are invoked).
Findings and Recommendations: SNL finds that the licensees has failed to establish an

adequate basis for its assumption that the base line ampacity limit of a 6 AWG, 3/C, 600 V
cable in a open cable tray with a 2.5w depth of cable fill is 27.5 A. It is recommended that
the licensee be asked to remove references to this value, and to assess the base line
ampacity values using a compatible thermal model for an open tray case without solid
covers (such as that discussed in Section 3.2.3 below).
Further, SNL finds that in performing its assessments, the licensee has apparently
mixed ICEA and Stolpe definitions of depth of fill in an apparently inappropriate manner.
The licensee results have significantly understated the ampacity limits for the base line
case. As was noted in Section 3.2.1 above, it is ultimately SNL's recommendation that
the licensee should be asked to base it base line assessments on a consistent thermal
model. If this broader recommendation is implemented, then SNL's concern in this
regarding inconsistencies in the depth of fill treatment would be rendered moot.
3.2.3

Licensee Heat Intensity Tables

As a part of its submittal, the licensee has presented its own table of heat intensity values
similar to that provided in the ICEA tables (see licensee item 13 on page 13 of 297). This
licensee table allegedly was derived from the work of Stolpe and the ICEA tables,
although the values do not appear to be compatible with either of those two works.

As was noted in Section 2.2.2 above, the heat intensity values of the ICEA and Stolpe are
essentially identical for any given value of the depth of fill, even though the two sources
use different definitions of fill depth. In comparison to the ICEA/Stolpe tables, the
16
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licensee table appears to modestly over-state the limiting heat intensity values for all depth
of fills cited. For example, at a depth of fill of 2.5", the ICEAfStolpe heat intensity
limit is
1.784 W/fti 2. In comparison, the licensee cites a value somewhere between 1.962
and
2.095 W/fm/in 2 (the licensee values at 2.594" and 2.473" respectively, SNL has
not
attempted to interpolate between the two values).
The basis for this discrepancy is unclear. The licersee has not discussed how its
own heat
intensity table was derived in the submittal. The submittal does cite a separate
licensee
document (Calculation ESI15S0-1 Rev. 0, licensee ref 16). However, this document
is not
available for review.
SNL does note that at the end of each calculation the licensee has presented a conversion
for heat intensity for "square cables" to heat intensity for "round cables." This
correction
does indicate that the licensee has some appreciation of the differences between
the two
methods. However, the basis for and purpose of this "correction" is unclear. As
noted
above, despite the differences in depth of fill between "square cables" as per the
ICEA
and
"round cables" as per Stolpe, both present essentially identical
heat intensity limits for a
given fill depth. Hence, the objective of the licensee is en Irely unclear in this regard.
Findings and Recommendations- SNL finds that the licensee cited heat intensity
table
(item 13 on page 13 of 297 of the licensee submittal) is in apparent conflict with the
ICEAIStolpe tables of heat intensity. It is recommended that the licensee be asked
to
resolve the apparent discrepancy. It is also recommended that the licensee be asked
to
review its actual cable ampacity calculations to ensure that this discrepancy has
not
adversely impacted its assessment of cable ampacity limits.
3.2.4

References to "SilTemp Sheet"

In several of the licensee calculation, there is a reference made to the "thickness
of the
SilTemp sheet" (see for example page 24 of 297, 4" line from the bottom). No
references
to the use of a SilTemp sheet, a glass fiber blanketing material, in the construction
of the
licensee fire barriers is provided elsewhere in the submittal. It is presumed by SNL
that
this is a "spurious" reference carried over from some previous application of the
model,
but this should be verified.
Findings and Recommendations: SNL has identified references in the licensee
calculations to a "SilTemp sheet" that appear inconsistent with the licensee descriptions
of
their fire barrier installations. It is recommended that the licensee should be asked
to
verify if such a SilTemp sheet is used in any of its fire barrier systems, and if so,
how the
material is used. The licensee should verify that each of its case analyses have
either
considered the sheet if used, or not considered the sheet if it is not used.
3.3
3.3.1

SNL Analysis of the Base Line Case
Overview and Approach
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While the licensee has not provided any thermal analysis of the base line cable tray cases in
its submittal, it is a relatively trivial manner to implement a base line case model given the
work already performed by the licensee. In previous efforts SNL had already implemented
a MATHCAD file to reproduce the licensees single tray ampacity calculations from
Calculation G-63. As a part of the current review, SNL modified this file in order to
develop a base line cable tray thermal analysis model fully consistent with the licensee's
own thermal models for its analysis of the clad case ampacities as presented in the current
calculation. In implementing this model, SNL has retained all of the critical modeling
assumptions used in the licensee' analyses. This includes:
-

SNL has retained all of the physical and thermal properties specified by the
licensee (for the cables, the cable tray, and the ambient).

-

Full credit has been given for radiation and convection from the top of the
cable mass, from the sides of the cable tray, and from the bottom of the cable
tray.

-

The cable tray sides and bottom have been assumed to be at the same
temperature as the surface of the cable mass

-

The surface of the cable mass has been assumed to be characterized by a single
temperature (i.e., an isothermal surface, as per the licensee's model).

-

All of the exact same convection correlations have boen applied.

-

The same simplified model for heat transfer within the cable mass has been
applied.

-

SNL has retained the ICEA definition of fill depth as per the licensee clad case
thermal model.

S'NL has calculated the base line case ampacity limit in essentially the same manner as that
applied by the licensee to the clad case analysis. The major difference in the SNL
implementation is that the depth of fill is set to the value derived by the licensee for the
clad case, and the ampacity is adjusted until the desired thermal conditions (90°C hot
spot) are achieved. However, as in the licensee clad case analyses, the depth of fill is
uniformly based on the ICEA definition, and the total heat load on the tray is calculated
directly from the cable current using the conductor count and electrical resistance factors.
This completely eliminates the calculation's dependence on any pre-set table of ampacity
or heat intensity limits.
The result of this exercise is a thermal model for the base line case that is fully consistent
with the licensee's treatment for clad cable tray cases. Appendix A provides a listing of
the SNL implemented base line cable tray thermal model.

Is•..

-.

3.3.2

SNL Base Line Analysis for the Sensitivity Study Cases

As an initial case study, SNL assessed the base line ampacity limit for a single, open top,
4"x24" cable tray with a 2.5' depth of fill of the #6 AWG cables considered in all of the
licensee analyses. This case corresponds directly to the first sex analyses presented by the
licensee in its submittal; namely, those used to perform the air gap sensitivity assessments
for both the side rails and the tray bottom. All six of these case studies can be considered
to have the exact same base line condition.
The results of this thermal model indicate a base line ampacity limit for this case of
32.58 A. This value is remarkably similar to the values derived from the ICEA tables
(31.77 A) and from the ICEA heat intensity approach (32.45 A). However, the value
derived is significantly higher than the nominal base line value cited in the licensee study
(27.5 A) which apparently derives from the licensee's own set of heat intensity values.
The impact of changing the estimated base line ampacity for these sensitivity cases is quite
profound, and illustrates the importance of this issue. Consider, for example, the first
of
the licensee sensitivity case studies (presented on pages 16-28 ofthe sJbhmittal). This case
study involved a 3-hour, double layer, Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier system with no tray
cover in place and the outer surface of the Thermo-Lag unpainted. The licensee has cited
an estimated derating impact for the fire barrier system of 39.3% based on a base line
ampacity of 27.5 A and a clad ampacity of 16.7 A. In contrast, if the base line ampacity
is
raised to 32.58 A, and the clad ampacity is maintained at 16.7 A, an ADF of 48.7% is
obtained. This difference is very significant.
As a basis for the comparison and validation of these results, consider that in tests
performed by Florida Power and Light (FPL) the ADF for a 3-hour "iniglcla..
Thermo
Lag 330-1 cable tray fire barrier system with no upgrades and no tray cover plate was
found to be 41.4%. The impact ofa 3-hour d •ub~t.ay= system, such as that considered
in the licensee analysis, will certainly be greater than this based on the presence of an
additional air gap in the system (between the two barrier layers). Hence, it is clear that
the
licensee cited ADF of 39.3% is non-conservative. The modified estimate generated by
SNL, 48.7%, is in all likelihood modestly conservative due to the nature of the
assumptions used by the licensee in the development of the clad case thermal model (see
discussion of modeling assumptions in Section 2 above), but is also far more consistent
with the available experimental results.
3.3.3

SNL Base Line Analysis Results for the Licensee Case Studies

The licensee has implemented a total of 14 specific case analyses involving different
configurations of cable trays and fire barriers. Recall that the "floating parameter" in these
assessments was the cable depth of fill. Hence, in order to re-assess the results, it is
necessary to estimate the base line ampacity for a given depth of fill using the thermal
model. Using the SNL implementation of the thermal model, this is again easily
accomplished. The approach is to simply set the depth of fill to the final value from the
licensee case analysis, and to then adjust the ampacity until a match to the desired thermal
conditions is obtained.
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As a nominal validation of this approach, SNL calculated the ampacity limit for a IVdepth
of fill. A value of 59.5 A was obtained. In comparison, using the ICEA table 3-6 values a
base line current limit of 58.2 A is obtained, and using the ICEA heat intensity approach a
value of 59.1 A is obtained. Each of these values is in excellent agreement. This result,
coupled with the earlier results for a 2.5" fill depth which also matched the ICEA tables
quite well, provides a reasonable assurance that this thermal model is providing self
consistent results when the depth of fill is varied.
The licensee's analyses resulted in 10 specific values of the limiting fill depth that covered
all 14 of the case studies (some cases yielded the same depth value). SNL has produced
corresponding base line ampacity limits for each of these depth of fill values, and has
assessed the impact of these modified values on the ADF as summarized in table 3.1. The
modified SNL results can be applied directly to the case examples cited by the licensee
based on matching the case depth of fill limit to that of the table.
Table 3.1: Summary of SNL case study base line analysis ampacity limit and ampacity
derating results for the depth of fill conditions analyzed by the licensee.
SNL Model Results
Licensee Cited Values
ADF (%)
Base Line
ADF (%)
Base Line
Depth of Fill (in)
(
Ampacity
Ampacity
(A)
Limit
Limit (A)

3.3.4

0.68

69.755

60.6

75.0

63.3

0.72

67.475

59.2

72.5

62.1

0.76

65.41

58.0

70.2

60.8

0.83

62.117

55.7

66.6

58.7

0.87

60.422

54.5

64.8

57.6

0.91

58.855

53.3

63.0

56.3

0.98

56.303

51.2

60.3

54.4

1.06

53.722

48.8

57.4

52.1

1.10

52.522

47.6

56.1

51.0

1.14

51.381

46.5

54.9

49.9

Summary of Fmdings and Recommendations

SNL finds that the licensee practice of comparing a calculated clad ampacity limit derived
from its thermal model to a base line ampacity value derived from the licensee heat
intensity tables is unacceptable. It is recommended that the licensee should be asked to
implement a base line thermal analysis model fully consistent with the clad case thermal
model (i.e., using all of the same fundamental modeling assumptions and the same heat
transfer correlations). The results of this base line thermal model should be used to
develop the derating factors.
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As an alternative, given that SNL has implemented a base line case analysis model of the
type needed as a part of this review, this item might nominally be considered resolved
provided that the licensee adopts the SNL analysis model and results directly. However,
it
is recommended that some formal resolution of this point of concern should be
undertaken.
3.4

Implications for the G-63 Calculations

Under prior effortsO, SNL had reviewed the licensee G-63 Calculations for single cable
trays and conduits. Given the observations made in this review for the special
configuration calculations, SNL returned to the G-63 calculations to determine if the same
observations might be applicable.
In the case of the conduit calculations, the concerns identified in the current review have
no impact on SNLs conclusions. The conduit calculations had already been performed
on
a basis consistent with the "best practices" approach discussed here. Namely, the base
line
and clad case ampacity values were calculated using a consistent thermal model and
compared to determine the derating impact.
In the case of the cable tray calculations, a similar but. somewhat different approach to
analysis was taken. That is, the licensee had utilized their own test results to establish
the
thermal resistance between the cables and the closed top, solid bottom cable trays
analyzed. This value was then maintained as consistent throughout the balance of the
calculation. Hence, while the licensee did not conduct a full base line case thermal
modeling analysis, the licensee did ensure that the base line and clad cases were treated
on
a consistent basis. This treatment was considered fully appropriate given the licensee's
approach to analysis, the unique configuration of the licensee trays, and the unique
ampacity data available to the licensee.
Findings and Recommendations: SNL finds that the concerns identified in this review
will have no impact on the findings and conclusions documented by SNL for the G-63
calculations. No actions in this regard are recommended.

'See, for example, SNL Letter Report of 12/20/96, "A Supplemental Review of
the Braidwood Station Response to the USNRC RAI of 11/2/95 on Fire Barrier Ampacity
Derating," prepared under JCN J-2017, Task Order 6.
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4.0 SUMMARY OF REVIEW FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1

Overview

The calculations presented in BYR96-082/BRW-96-194 represent a significant expansion
in scope of the overall package of licensee calculations as compared to the original
package reviewed by SNL in August 1995. These calculations cover a broad range of
"special installations" involving both single tray installations and installations with more
than one tray in a single protective envelope.
In general the thermal model developed by the licensee for these analyses is well
documented, clearly defined, and based on modem and accepted thermal modeling tools.
Aspects of the licensee approach to modeling are unique in SNL's experience, but overall
the approach is acceptable in principle. While SNL considered that the model does
include certain non-conservative assumptions, it was also noted that the model includes
several other offsetting conservative assumptions. In the balance, it is expected that once
the points of concern identified in Section 4.2 are resolved, the licensee analyses will
provide for a conservative assessment of the arnpacity derating impact for these
configurations.
4.2 Remaining Points of Concern
Az a result of this review SNL has identified four points of concern. It is recommended
•hat the licensee be asked to resolve these concerns through the RAI process. Of the
i6=ntified concerns, one is considered far and away the most significant. This is:
SNL finds that the licensee submittal is, in effect, comparing "apples and
oranges." In particular, the licensee assessments of base line ampacity limits
derive from a licensee table of allowable heat intensity limits while the clad
case ampacities derive from the thermal model. This is considered by SNL to

be extremely poor practice, and hence, is unacceptable. SNL recommends that
estimates of fire barrier ADF should universally be based on self-consistent
treatment of the clad and base line cases. In this case, it is considered critical
to assess both the clad and base line ampacity limits using a self-consistent
thermal model and the licensee has not done this. If the thermal model is used
to predict the clad ampacity limits, then a thermal model fully consistent with
the clad case analyses should also be used to assess the base line ampacity
limits as well. It is recommended that the licensee be asked to implement a
thermal model for the analysis of the base line case ampacity that is fully
consistent with its clad case analyses, and to then base its final ampacity
derating assessments on a comparison of the clad and base line thermal analysis
results.
Note that as a part of this review SNL did implement a base line thermal analysis model
fully consistent with the licensee's clad case thermal model. The SNL model is
documented in Appendix A, and has been discussed in Section 3.3 above. Results have
b•.. presented for all of the cases considered in the licensee analysis (including both the
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sensitivity studies and the 14 specific case examples). The licensee's adoption of this
analysis model for the base line case assessments would fMlly resolve this point of concern.
The remaining three points of concern are all considered of less significance, especially
assuming that the above item is resolved. These items are as follows:
The licensee has presented a table of heat intensity versus depth of fl values as
item 13 on page 13 of the licensee submittal. This table is in apparent conflict

-

with the heat intensity values cited by Stolpe and in the ICEA standard P-54

440. The cited values appear to modestly over-state allowable heat intensity
limits, and hence, might lead to optimistic estimates of the cable ampacity
limits. It is recommended that the licensee should be asked to establish the

basis for how this heat intensity table was developed and how it is applied in
practice. It is also recommended that the licensee be asked to reassess its

ampacity limit calculations in light of this apparent discrepancy. (A
comparison of licensee approach in comparison to a direct application of the
ICEA standard for a specific and well defined case example would be very

helpful in this regard. Also, the licensee should be asked to provide the
supporting calculation cited in the study as the basis for this table (Calculation
ESI150-1, Rev. 0, licensee ref. 16).)
The licensee cites in item 2 on page 12 that the base line ampacity for a 3/C, #6
AWG, 600 V cable with a 2.5" depth of fill is 27.5 A. The basis for this value
is not established. SNL was unable to reproduce this limit using standard
approaches to ampacity analysis given that the licensee thermal model has cited
the ICEA definition as the basis for fill depth calculations. Two possible
explanations were noted by SNL in this review, either of which would appear
to be inconsistent with the objectives of the analysis. It is recommended that
the licensee be asked describe in detail how this value was obtained and/or that

-

the licensee be asked to delete references to and reliance upon this value as the

"base line ampacity" for the cases examined.
-

Several of the licensee calculations include a reference to a "SUTemp Sheet"
but the fire barrier descriptions do not include a discussion of any such sheet
used in the installation process. This reference may well be a "spurious" carry
over from a previous application of the thermal model. It is recommended that
the licensee be asked to clarify ifand when such a material is used in its barrier
constructions. This is considered a minor point that will not have a significant
impact on the final licensee assessments.

4.3

Implications of the Current Finding for the G-63 Calculations

SNL concludes that the findings of this current review will in no way impact the
conclusions previously reached for the G-63 calculations. The basisý the G-63
calculations is significantly different from that used in the BYR9-6092IBRW-96-194
calculations. Hence, the observations and inconsistencies notedh will not impact these
other calculations. No actions in this regard are recommended.
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Append A:
A reproduction of the Commonwealth Edison Co. method of calcWation for cable tat heat transfer and
barrier ampacity derating analysis.
This is basicalty a reproduction of the calculation methods of calculation G-63 Rev. 4, and of BYR
96-082/BRN-9-1 94 inthat all of the basic modeling assumptions have been implemented as defined
by the utlity. This includes:
- uniform surface temperature for the cable mass including the same temperature assumed for
the full height of the side ralls, and for the bottom of the solid-bottom cable tray,
- same size cable: 3/C 6AWG 600V with diameter of 0.953
- uniform heating in cable mass
- Stolpe/Holmann simplified treatment of cable mass intemal heat transfer
- Holmann correlations for convective heat transfer
- full credit for radiationrconvection from all surfaces
For this calculation, SNL has implemented a Base Lkne case analysis of an un-clad tray fully consistent
with the corresponding clad tray analyses pursued by the utility in its calcalions, especially those of
BYR-96-082/
This case is for a 24'x4" cable tray, 2.5' depth of fll, no fire wrap, open top, solid bottom.
To start, must define a fundamental temperature unit (older version of MATHCAD). As per
MathCad standard approach, we use the otherwise unused coulomb charge units and redefine
tr- a one unt of absolute Kelvin temperature:
K:- I-coul

CtoK :z 273.16"K

Now set some fixed physical parameters:
The Cables:

d cable

0.953-in

a =d

3

R cable:= 0.000513"

ohm
ft

The Tray.

Wt

The cable mass:

Pcable

24

4..n

:=

b:

13.12-K.

ft
watt

i

d.y - 24.d
.5in

cable mass thermal resistivity in C-ftW as
per stolpe 400 C-cmNW

The approach is to set an actual ampacity, calculate temperature and heat flow values by a thermal
model, and noodle on ampacity until a cable hot spot of 90C is obtained. This is where the licensee
thermal model comes into play. SNL has implemented this model fuDy consistent with the licensee
implementation and assumptions, but has not included any fire barriers in the analysis.
Need to set some constants, cable properties and metal propertiess as per those used in

BYR96-092L..
5.6691-10

e cable:: 0.95
t

033

Stephan-Boltzm ann

This is cable emmisivity
This is the metal emmisivity, very low value assumes by CE

A cablej.ýp:
w tray
A sie : 2"h t•::
A
cbet::WyAsHeat

arb

40.K + CtoK

S:z

T amb - 313.16-K
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transfer surface areas

ambient temp is 40C:

.................
................
- ...
.
................

Step 1: Set the ampacity and calculate internal cable heating rate:
I := 32-.S8amp

Start with a guess then Iterate to get the right ampacity
NOODLE HERE TO GET 90C CABLE TEMP.

A IMas .- w my'd fill
Ams
a mble:=
d I• 2

cable W66.064

d cblerbe

s

Q cables

-R cable

Q cables : n cable' ooo

2
107.921

Step 2: Calculate Temperature of the outside surface of cable mass by balancing the internal
heating rate calculated above to the external heat losses by radiation and convection. (Recall that
top of cable mass, sde rags, and bottom panel on tray at assumed to be at same temperature):
Seed the surface temperature value for root finder below:
T sue

320-K

Recall that we assume rails and tray bottom are at at same temp as cable mass surface
so can treat radiation to ambient as single equation:
Q sxý
ra(T

( S1

-

Tab)[ (c

l-

steel) +(t cabjA tcable-top)]

Convection Formulas:
sides:

2-K XK/) \
Q conv-s ~tw
Top:

/

b

Tamb)

(T~f).A sie(-e
::- Sii
5
V

,ft

M swf-Tmb'

Bottom:

wat
jý

I sf -Tambl

M2 .K K/
Tb)
Q Totab(TS)

:= h

M

(T =j -A top_

(

-

TH

Total Heat Transfer.
Q wA(sý:= Qrd(T~
sw

m

ie(

w + Qcocmvtqp(T sý
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Qcnybt Tsurý

Review Vake:
( toa
Q~~

8.924 .

Q

b side (Tsr -4.068~
=,4.K

(T

watt
-12.712
1

Q OoVside(T

- 1.723

Qombot(T

1.419-

m2.K
m2-K
Use ROOT to solve for surface temperature at wich total heat transfer equals heat generation in
cables:
T

f:- ot(Q t

(T s

- Q,.-b•=,T
T surf- CtoK - 71.553

T surf= 344.713 K

mp=-atrmas-

,ip 3: Now we have surface temp, need to anahtze internal behavior of the cable mass to get the hot
spot temperature. As per the koensee, we use the simplified model of Stolpe/Holmann:
Q cabl'P cable'd ill
8-W traY

T cable ' 363.15 "K

T

blc

-

CtoK = 89.99-tmpemurmass

ThIs is the cable hot-spot temperat.r.• ki degrees C, need to fiddle value unbil about 90:
Recall current
I - 32.58 .amp

Final Result of Calculation: Using the utility modelng assumptions and correlations, the base line
current is estimated as 32.58A. This is in very close agreement wit the ICEA values obtained either
from the tables themselves (31.77) or from the ICEA heat intensity values (32.44). Itis, however,
significantly larger that the values cited in the licensee calculation (27.5A). The impact on the
resulting ampacity derating factors could be very significant.
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Forward
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) has solicited the support
of
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in the review of utility submittals associated
with fire
protection and electrical engineering. This letter report documents the results
of a SNL
review of the final utility responses to an USNRC RAI sent to the Braidwood
Station on
November 2, 1995. The submittals deal with the issue of fire barrier ampacity
derating
factors for cable tray and conduit fire barrier systems. This report is the
third in a series of
review reports, and deals primarily with the utility response, submittal of July
12, 1996.
However, this document also consolidates the results of an earlier review
of the utility
response submittal of March 21, 1996 which were documented in an SNL
letter report of
August 16, 1996. While the primary focus of the Task Order is on Thermo-Lag,
the
Utility submittals deal with Thermo-Lag and with two alternate products
called Darmatt
and Interam. The original utility submittals were provided in response to
USNRC Generic
Letter 92-08.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Objective

In response to USNRC Generic Letter 92-08, Braidwood Station provided documentation
of the utility position regarding ampacity derating factors associated with its installed fire
barrier systems. In particular, the original utility submittals included documentation of
analyses performed to assess the adequacy of in-plant cable ampacity factors for two types
of Appendix R cable tray and conduit fire barrier systems; namely, Thermo-Lag and
Darmatt. On August 25, 1995 SNL prepared a letter report which documented the results
of an extensive review of the utility approach and calculations1 . Based largely on the
findings of this review, on November 2, 1995 the USNRC sent a Request for Additional
Information (RAI) to the utility requesting clarification of several points of concern
identified in the review.
In a letter dated March 21, 1996 the utility provided an initial response to this RAI. SNL
provided a review of this initial response to the USNRC in a letter report dated August 16,
1996. Subsequently, the USNRC forwarded an additional .-et of response documents to
SNL for review. This supplemental set of utility response documents included
documentation of an entirely new set of analytical calculations covering a range fire barrier
installations for both cable trays and conduits.
The current report documents the findings of an initial review of this supplemental
submittal, and also consolidates the findings of the earlier initial review findings as
documented in the August 16, 1996 letter report. That is, this report documents the
consolidated review findings for the following utility documents:
Letter, Denise Saccomando to USNRC Document Control Desk, March 21,
1996 with one attachment. (This is the initial response document reviewed in the
August 16, 1996 letter report.)
Letter, John B. Hosmer to the USNRC Document Control Desk, July 12, 1996
with three attached utility calculations (BYR-96-059/G-70-96-092 Rev. 0, BYR-96
082/BRPW-96-194 Rev. 0, and G-63 Rev. 4).
-

This effort represents a continuation of work under the terms of general technical support
contract JCN J-2017, Task Order 6. It should be noted that the current document has
focused primarily on an assessment of the utility responses to the USNRC RAI within the
scope of the original SNL review of August 1995. The utility's most recent submittals
include a significant expansion of the scope of applications covered by its calculations, and
a thorough review of these new calculations is beyond the scope of the current review
activities. In particular, the utility Calculation BYR-96-082/BRW-96-194 covers a range
of multiple tray and vertical tray configurations that were not considered in the original
1 See letter S. Nowlen, SNL, to R. Jenkins, USNRC, Dated 8/25/95 and the attached

letter report "A Review of the Braidwood Station Analysis of Fire Barrier Ampacity
Derating Factors," Draft Revision 0, 8/25/95.
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documents reviewed by SNL in August 1995. A survey of this new calculation was
performed, but the calculation has not been reviewed in detail.
1.2

Overview of the Utility Approach

In general the utility approach to ampacity derating is based on analysis with limited
validation of the analysis process. This review has focused on the utility Calculation G-63
which covers single cable trays and single conduits. For these calculations, either a single
cable tray or conduit, similar but somewhat different approaches to calculation are taken:
For conduits, a pair of complementary calculations are performed. In the first,
the base line case of a conduit without any fire barrier cladding is evaluated. The
calculations are then repeated using a similar thermal model which includes the
effects of the fire barrier material. The two calculations are compared, and an
ampacity derating factor is calculated.
For cable trays, again a pair of complementary calculations are performed. In
the first, the base line case of a covered '.)ut un-clad cable tray is considered. This
case is coupled to the standard ampacity tables and to earlier ampacity tests
performed by the utility as a part of its plant design and construction. This base case
is used to establish the net thermal resistance between the cables and the surface of
the cable tray. In the second part of the calculation, this same internal thermal
resistance is presumed to remain fixed, and the clad case is analyzed by imposing the
additional thermal insulation of the barrier system on the external heat transfer
behavior. Again, a standard comparison of the clad and base line ampacity limits
yields an estimate of the derating impact.
In performing this review SNL has focused on two types of assessment. First, a direct
assessment has been made to determine the adequacy with which the utility has responded
to each of the specific concerns identified in the original review and in the RAI. However,
the utility changes to its calculation methods actually extend well beyond the RAI items
asked by the USNRC. As a second aspect of the review SNL has fully reviewed the newly
impIemented G-63 calculations to ensure that all of the supplemental changes made by the
utility have been correctly implemented and are appropriate to the analysis.
1.3

Organization of This Report

Chapter 2 provides a point by point review of the utility RAI responses. For each item,
the discussion provides a brief statement of the concern, a summary of the utility response,
and an assessment of the adequacy of the utility response. Chapter 3 provides for a direct
review of the utility G-63 Rev. 4 conduit calculations. Chapter 4 provides for an updated
review of the utility cable tray calculations as performed in the G-63 calculations. In
particular, SNL has reviewed the supplemental enhancements implemented by the utility,
many of which actually went beyond the RAI items which the utility was asked to address.
Chapter 5 provides some limited and preliminary observations resulting from a survey of
the utility BYR-96-082/BRW-96-194 Rev. 0 calculations. Chapter 6 summarizes the SNL
recommendations regarding the adequacy of these utility responses and calculations.
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2.0

THE UTILITY RAI RESPONSES

2.1

RAI Item 1: Cable Tray Configurations

2.1.1

Brief Statement of Concern

The concern identified in RAI item I was related to the configuration of the tested cable
trays in comparison to those actually installed in the plant. In particular, the cited tests
had involved solid bottom cable trays. There was a potential concern that ampacity
derating factors for ladder back trays might be underestimated by these tests. Hence, the
utility was asked to verify that the affected cable trays installed at Braidwood were all of
solid bottom type, or to justify the application of these test results to other cable tray
configurations.
2.1.2

Summary of Utility Response

The utility response of 3/21/96 cites that all of the affected cable trays are of the solid
bottom type used in the original utility tests with a single exception. Th.-e exception
involves a single 30" long section of a ladder back cable tray protected by the Thermo-Lag
material. The utility cites the very limited length of this section as a mitigating factor in
this regard. The utility also cites that this section will be reevaluated as a part of the
overall reevaluation of ampacity factors.
2.1.3

Summary of Response Assessment

This response is fully adequate to resolve the concerns identified by SNL in the original
review. The single short section of ladder-back tray affected by fire barriers at Braidwood
will not be a significant point of concern in this case. The very short length involved
would be mitigated by length-wise thermal conduction in the tray. SNL recommends that
no further action regarding this particular item is required.
2.2
2.2.1

RAI Item 2: The Utility White Paper
Brief Statement of Concern

The concern identified in RAI item 2 was related to the utility "White Paper" in which
comparisons were drawn between the utility calculations and a single ampacity derating
test performed by SNL for the USNRC. The primary focus of this concern was that the
SNL test was not intended for use in actual ampacity assessments, but was intended only
to reproduce an early manufacturer test. Hence, the applicability of this test to actual
plant installations was considered poor. It was recommended that alternative tests now
available from industry should be used to validate the utility model instead.
2.2.2

Summary of Utility Response

The utility response of 3/21/96 cited that it did plan to validate its analysis methodology
through a comparison to valid industry test data. The utility response of 7/12/96 has in
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fact provided for a direct comparison of the utility calculation methods and results fbr two

specific cases, one cable tray tested by TU and one conduit tested by TVA.
2.2.3

Summary of Response Assessment

The utility response to this item was clearly a "significant step in the right direction."
However, the validation efforts were considered incomplete, especially in the context
of
the G-63 conduit applications. However, SNL has performed some supplemental
validation analyses which have resolved the remaining concerns as they impact the
G-63
calculations. SNL recommends that no further actions are needed as regards the
validation of the G-63 cable tray and conduit calculations.
It should, however, be noted that the utility has provided no validation results for
the
analyses presented it Calculation BYR96-082/BWR.-96-194. While SNL has not
focused
significant attention on these new calculations in the current review, this is noted
in
Chapter 5 as a potentially significant point of concern. This is not considered to
be within
the scope of this specific RAI item which had been asked entirely in the context of
the G
63 calculations.
2.3
2.3.1

RAI Item 3: Error in Air Gap Treatment
Brief Statement of Concern

The concern identified in RAI item 3 was related to an apparent mistake made by
the
utility in its treatment of air gaps in the cylindrical configuration of a clad conduit.
The
mistake was made in the improper application of a thermal modeling "trick" commonly
applied to rectangular geometries.
2.3.2

Summary of Utility Response

The submittal of 3/21/96 acknowledges that the original treatment was in error.
SNIL did
verify that the utility treatment of air gaps in the submittal of 7/12/96 did correct
this
error.
2.3.3

Summary of Response Assessment

The utility response to this item is fully resolves the identified concerns. No further
actions on this item are recommended.
2.4 RAI Item.4: Clarification of Cable Insulation and Jacket Thermal Treatment
2.4.1

Brief Statement of Concern

The concern identified in RAI item 4 was related to the equations presented
by the utility

for the treatment of thermal resistance through the cable insulation and jacket materials.
The utility was asked to clarify the intent of these modeling equations, and to further
describe the basis for the equations.
4

2.4.2

Summary of Utility Response

The utility response of 3/21/96 does clarify the intent and basis of the equations used. In
particular, the utility cites certain publications which incorporate geometric factors for the
thermal resistance of multi conductor cables, and corrections for the number of conductors
present in the cable.
2.4.3

Summary of Response Assessment

The utility response to this item fully resolves the identified concerns. No further actions
are recommended for this item.
2.5
2.5.1

RAI Item 5: Cable to Conduit Heat Transfer
Brief Statement of Concern

The concern identified in RAI item 5 is related to the utility treatment of heat transfer
effects between the cable and the conduit. In the original review, SNL was unable to
determine the intent of the utility treatment in this regard.
2.5.2

Summary of Utility Response

The utility response has clarified that the calculations are based on the Neher/McGrath
treatment of this factor. The source of the original equations is cited. Given this
clarification, and the clarification provide in response to RAI Item 5, the Braidwood
treatment is appropriate. SNL did verify that the utility conduit calculations as presented
in the submittal of 7/12/96 did implement the Neher/McGrath approach to the assessment
of this factor.
2.5.3

Summary of Response Assessment

The utility response to this item fully resolves this item. The Neher/McGrath
methodology is a well documented and widely accepted methodology. SNL recommends
that no further actions on this item are required.
2.6
2.6.1

RAI Item 6: Sargent and Lundy Design Standard ESA 105
Brief Statement of Concern

The concerns identified in RAI item 6 were related to the Sargent and Lundy (S&L)
standard (ESA 105) cited as the basis for a part of the utility analysis, and with the overall
uncertainty regarding how the utility had treated heat transfer from the cables to conduits.
The S&L standard had not been provided with the utility submittal, and hence, SNL was
unable to determine whether or not the provisions of the standard were appropriate to the
utility analysis.
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2.6.2

Summary of Utility Response

The utility response of 3/21/96 included a copy of the S&L standard for review, and cites
the responses to the items above as providing for clarification of the utility modeling
approach.
2.6.3

Summary of Response Assessment

The utility response to this item was fully adequate to resolve the specific concern
identified in this RAI item. In its report of 8/16/96 SNL provided a summary review of
the S&L document. This review revealed that the S&L standard, in the context of cable in
conduit calculations, is based on a direct application of the methods of Neher/McGrath.
This is an appropriate basis for analysis for the Braidwood applications. No further
actions related to this RAI item are recommended.
2.7 RAI Item 7: Conduit Surface Emissivity
2.7.1

Brief Statement of Concern

The concern identified in RAI item 7 was associated with the value for surface emissivity
assumed in the utility analysis. In its analyses, the utility had utilized a value of 0.23 for
this parameter, a value cited by SNL as a lower bound estimate of the actual conduit
emissivity. This practice was cited as potentially non-conservative in the context of a
relative calculation of conduit ampacity derating, especially of the type performed by the
utility. In the utility model, radiative heat transfer is only accounted for explicitly at the
outer-most surface of the system. For the baseline case this is the conduit outer surface,
and in the clad case this is the outer surface of the fire barrier. Hence, use of a lower
bound emissivity for the conduit would minimize the heat transfer rates, and hence the
ampacity, predicted for the baseline case. This would in turn tend to minimize the
estimated ampacity derating factors.
2.7.2

Summary of Utility Response

The utility response of 3/2.1/96 acknowledges that use of a higher value for conduit
emissivity would be more conservative. However, the utility goes on to cite that the value
of 0.23 used in the calculations is taken from the "Standard Handbook for Mechanical
Engineers" and hence is considered appropriate to the analysis. In the calculations
documented in the 7/12/96 submittal, it appears that the utility has used a value of either
0.23 or 0.33 depending on which calculation is considered (calculation G-63 uses 0.23
throughout while the other two utility calculations use 0.33 throughout).
2.7.3

Summary of Response Assessment

This response is not considered adequate in an of itself: Simply citing a handbook
reference as the basis for its analysis is not considered sufficient given that additional and
contradictory information regarding this parameter is available. In particular, the work by
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TVA2 demonstrated that the measured surface ernissivity of the conduits tested in its
program ranged from a low of 0.18 to a high of 0.78. The conduits were taken from
general TVA stocks for use in their testing program. These results clearly illustrate the
possible variability in conduit emissivity which might be experienced in practice.
In light of these results, SNL had expected some additional level ofjustification for the
utility use of a lower bound estimate of the value of this critical parameter. The primary
concern not addressed by the utility is that in performing a calculation of the type pursued
by Braidwood it is important that potential source of non-conservatism be eliminated from
the calculation. That is, it is not intended that the utility add unnecessary or unrealistic
conservatism to its analysis, but rather, that the utility ensure that its calculations
adequately bound the actual in-plant conditions which might exist.
The best approach to the resolution of such concerns is through the validation of the utility
calculations. Unfortunately, the utility validation study only considered one conduit
configuration from the TVA tests, and in this one case, the value of the conduit emissivity
played no role whatsoever in the results (see further discussion in Chapter 3 below).
Hen-'e, the utility validation analysis was again insufficient to justify its assumed emissivity
values.
In order to avoid an additional round of R-AIs on this one topic, SNL has performed some
additional validation type calculations to assess the appropriateness of the utility
calculations overall. This effort is discussed further in Chapter 3 below as it impacts the
utility conduit calculations. In particular, SNL has performed a sensitivity study to assess
how significant this effect might be, and has performed some additional comparisons of
the measured test data from the TVA tests and the utility calculation methods.
Based on these additional validation results, SNL concludes that the utility treatment is
adequate to ensure that the calculations will provide a reasonable assurance of
conservatism. In particular, it appears that there are sufficient sources of conservatism
inherent in the utility calculation methods to ensure that any potential non-conservatism
arising from this one factor are fully compensated for. SNL recommends that no further
actions related to the emissivity value used in the utility conduit calculations are required.
RAI Item 8: Validation

2.8
2.8.1

Brief Statement of Concern

The concern identified in RAI item 8 was that the utility did not provide for any validation
of its conduit ampacity calculations. It was requested that some validation of the
calculations be provided.
2

See TVA/Omega Point Laboratory report on Project Nos. 11960-97332, 97334-6,

97768-70, March 28, 1995, Page 22 as transmitted to the USNRC Document control desk
April 25, 1995. For each conduit.tested, nine emissivity measurements were made, and
only the average of these nine measurements is reported by TVA. Hence, the values cited
here represent surface average emissivity values.
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2.8.2

Summary of Utility Response

The utility response of 3/21/96 cites that its calculations are based on the approach of
Neher/McGrath which has been recognized in the National Electrical Code (NEC) as an
analytical methodology. The utility does go on to state that "an attempt to validate the
analytical methodology against valid industry test data will be made." In its subrmittal of
7/12/96 the utility has, in fact, provided a direct comparison between its analytical
predictions for a single clad conduit case to a single TVA test.
2.8.3

Summary of Response Assessment

While the utility response demonstrated an appreciation for the concerns raised, the
utility's actual validation efforts were not considered sufficient. In the specific case of the
conduit calculations, the validation is limited to a comparison of the calculation for a
single clad conduit. No validation of the base line calculations is provided, and no
validation of the calculated derating factors has been provided. Further, it was noted that
the utility had used a different conduit emissivity value in the validation effort as compared
to its actual case calculations, and that in fact, this value had no impact whatsoever oi. the
particular validation case studied.
However, in the interest of closing out this RAI item SNL has performed some
supplemental validation studies for the conduit case (see further discussion in Chapter 3).
These supplemental validation studies have resolved the outstanding concerns within the
context of the utility G-63 calculations. No further actions on this RAI item within the
context of the G-63 calculations are recommended.
2.9
2.9.1

RAI Item 9: Examples
Brief Statement of Concern

The concern identified in RAI item 9 are actually cited as being related to the ampacity
evaluations for Byron rather than for Braidwood. However, the utility cites in its letter
that the two evaluations include many commonalities, and hence, the utility response to
this item will also be reviewed briefly. The RAI had requested that the utility provide
copies of typical calculations illustrating the utility ampacity analysis process.
2.9.2

Summary of Utility Response

The utility response of 7/12/96 has provided a range of specific examples to illustrate its
analytical calculations for both cable trays and conduits. However, the utility has not
provided examples of how the analytical results are actually being applied to in-plant cable
load assessments. The utility cover letter does cite that it had anticipated completion of its
in-plant cable assessments by 7/31/96. No documentation of this analysis was available to
SNL at the time of this review.
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2.9.3

Summary of Response Assessment

The examples of the analytical calculations provided by the utility are sufficient to assess
the appropriateness of those calculations. However, SNL did not have available for
review the utility in-plant cable load assessments Which were cited as forthcoming in the
utility submittal of 7/12/96, and no examples of this process were provided. Hence, we
are unable to assess the full adequacy of the utility response to this RAI item.
2.10 RAI Item 10: Use ofiN 94-22
2.10.1

Brief Statement of Concern

The concern identified in RAI item 10, like that of item 9, was actually cited as being
related to the ampacity evaluations for Byron rather than for Braidwood. However, the
utility cites in its letter that the two evaluations include many commonalities, and hence,
the utility response to this item will also be reviewed briefly. The RAI had requested that
the utility further justify its use of the test results cited in IN 94-22, in particular, with
regards to justifying that the test configurations from IN 94-22 were representative of the
configurations installed at the plant.
2.10.2

Summary of Utility Response

The utility response of 3/21/96 cited that in its ongoing evaluations, the utility will
consider all available industry data as the basis for validation of its calculational methods.
It further states that the utility will include an evaluation of the applicability of these
various data sources to the utility analytical model. As noted above, a limited validation
against two specific case examples has been provided in the 7/12/96 submittal.
2.10.3

Summary of Response Assessment

The utility response has apparently resolved the identified concerns in that the updated
submittal of 7/12/96 has provided an alternate basis of validation. The utility appears to
have abandoned its "White Paper" comparisons. This would appear to fully resolve the
identified concerns. No further actions regarding the specific concerns raised in this RAI
are recommended.
2.11 Summary of RAI Response Assessments
SNLs findings have been based on the information provided by the utility, and in some
cases on the additional insights generated by SNL as a part of this review. SNL finds that,
within the context of the utility G-63 calculations originally reviewed in August 1995, all
of the specific RAI items raised by the USNRC in its memorandum of November 2, 1995
have been adequately resolved with one exception. RAI item 9 had asked the utility to
provide specific examples of how the analytical results were being applied by the utility to
in-plant cables. No such examples were included in the information reviewed by SNL.
Some follow-up to this request is recommended. For the remaining RAI items, no further
actions are currently recommended.
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It must be noted that the most recent utility submittals have included a significant
expansion in the range of applications covered. In particular, the most recent submittals
include a number of calculations for multiple cable trays in a single protective envelope
which were not included in the original calculations reviewed by SNL in August
1995.
Hence, these calculations were not included in the scope of the RAI. The existing
scope
of work for SNLs efforts did not allow for any significant review of these new
calculations. SNL recommends that an expanded effort be established to provide
for a full
review of these new calculations.
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3.0 REVIEW OF UTILITY G-63 CONDUIT CALCULATIONS
3.1

Overview and General Approach to Analysis

The Braidwood calculations for its conduit fire barrier systems all appear in the updated
calculation G-63 (Rev. 4) provided in the 7/12/96 submittal. In general, the utility conduit
analysis methodology applies simple correlations for heat transfer through various parts of
the thermal system which are taken from either fundamental heat transfer texts and

handbooks, or from public literature on the subject. The major references from which
information is taken include the various ICEA and NEMA cable manufacturing and
ampacity standards, public literature papers by Neher et.al., cable manufacturer data and
specifications documents, and existing engineering handbooks. All of these references are
readily available.
The approach to calculation utilizes a simple thermal resistance/heat flow/temperature
drop approach to analysis. That is, one very common approach to heat transfer analysis is
to express the temperature drop through system (AT) as the ratio of the rate of heat flow
(q) to the thermal resistance through the system (R..J:
q

LT-

In practice, the thermal system can be subdivided into various pieces or layers, and the
total temperature rise through the system is simply expressed as the summation of the
temperature rise through each layer or piece of the system:
n

LTtotal=

LA7i

and each of the individual temperature rise factors (AT)- is calculated based on the heat
flow through the section of interest (qc)and the thermal resistance of that section (R).:
q.
LT, = -q
Again, this approach is quite common, and has been widely accepted in the calculation of
a range of thermal problems including heat transfer through cable systems. This is
precisely the approach taken by Braidwood in its conduit calculations.
The utility calculations do taken into account all of the important heat transfer features
and mechanisms associated with its installed conduits. In particular, consideration is given
to conduction, convection and radiation at each interface as appropriate. One noteworthy
practice is the utility implementation of temperature dependent correlations for the
properties of air in its convection correlations. As a result of this review no new items of
concern were identified.
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In practice, the utility conduit calculations are performed in two parts. First, the conduit is
analyzed in a clad condition. The conduit is then analyzed in the un-clad or base line
condition. In each case, the cable current is adjusted until the predicted conductor
temperature is 90°C assuming an ambient temperature of 4 0 °C. The two resulting
ampacity values are then compared in the standard manner to estimate the derating impact
of the fire barrier system.
3.2

Model Validation

There were two RAI items which SNL found had not been fully addressed by the direct
responses of the utility (as discussed in Chapter 2 above). These two items are closely
related to each other, and correspond to RAI items 7 and 8. These concerns are
associated with the fact that the utility G-63 conduit calculations have uniformly been
performed using an estimated conduit emissivity of 0.23. Based on measurements made
by in its own ampacity test program, TVA tests cited an emissivity value of 0.18-0.78.
Given this information, it can be seen that the utility value is essentially a lower bound
estimate of conduit emissivity.
In this type of analysis, use of a lower bound emissivity could be non-conservative in that
it tends to reduce or minimize the estimated derating impact of the fire barrier system.
This is because the conduit emissivity primarily impacts the estimated base line ampacity.
The lower the assumed emissivity, the lower the estimated base line ampacity. For the
clad case analysis the results are far less sensitive to changes in conduit surface emissivity.
This is because for the clad case the conduit is surrounded by an air gap and then the
cladding. In this air gap, conduction is the predominant mode of heat transfer, and
typically only a very small temperature drop is predicted. In this case, radiative heat
transfer from the conduit surface plays only a minor role. Hence, a low emissivity value
minimizes the base line ampacity while only modestly impacting the estimated clad
ampacity. This results in a minimization of the estimated ADF, all other factors remaining
fixed.
In the Braidwood analyses as presented in Calculation G-63, an emissivity of 0.23 has be
uniformly applied. It had been expected that the utility response to the RAI items 7 and 8
would include some additional justification for the value used by the utility in its
calculations. In particular, it had been anticipated that the utility would justify its value
through its validation studies. This proved not to be the case. In fact, in the validation
analysis of Calculation BYR-96-059/G-70-96-092 a value of 0.33 has been used. This
doesn't really matter, however, because for the one case considered in the validation
analysis this parameter has no impact on the results presented by the utility. This is
discussed further below.
In the general context of the utility derating calculations of G-63, the effects of this
assumption and changes in this values can be shown quite easily. As a part of this review,
SNL has implemented the utility analysis methodology using the same MATHCAD
expressions as those documented in the utility analysis. The accuracy of these
implementations was verified by a direct comparison of the results for the specific
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examples cited in the utility calculations on, essentially, a line by line basis. Using this
program it is quite simple to assess the impact of changes in the input values.
As an example of the impact, consider the utility Case.37, the first of the conduit analyses
presented in G-63. Table 3.1 shows the results of both the utility analysis and an SNL re
analysis of the same case. In the SNL analysis the only factor that was changed was the
conduit emissivity, which was increased to 0.7 as compared to the utility value of 0.23.
As can be seen, the impact on the clad ampacity is quite minor (0.35A or less than 1%).
However, the impact on the base line ampacity is significant (65.09 in the SNL analysis
versus 60.70 in the utility analysis, and increase of about over 8%). The resulting change
in the calculated ADF is also significant. The utility value was 24.4% while the SNL
analysis yields 29.0%.
Table 3.1: Impact of a change
in conduit
emissivity
on the utility conduit
analysis
for Case
37.
Analysis Value:

Utility analysis with

SNL analysis with

eý=0.23

e=u=0.70

Clad Ampacity

45.89

46.24

Base Line Ampacity.

60.70

65.09

ADF

24.4%

29.0%

Clearly, conduit emissivity has a significant impact on the analysis results. The question
which must be addressed is what is the correct value, or more directly an acceptable value,
for use in the analysis. In this context, the objective is to ensure that reasonable (but not
non-conservative) estimates of the ADF are obtained.
For this, the best answer can be gained through validation. One source of such validation
would be to compare the predicted base line ampacity limits to those of the IPCEA P-46
426 tables. Recall that the ampacity tables were generated using the Neher/McGrath
analysis methodology, and hence, the utility base line analysis should be able to reasonably
reproduce these values. Clearly some differences can be expected because the utility
analysis does use more modem correlations for the external heat transfer problem, but the
answers should show reasonable correspondence to the tables.
For this case, utility case 37, the cable under consideration is a 3/C 6AWG, 600V power
cable. The IPCEA table provide a base line ampacity limit for this cable of 69A (see Table
on page 313). The utility analysis predicted a base line ampacity ofjust 60.7 amps, a
difference of about 12%. The SNL re-analysis predicted a base line value of about 65.1
amps, a much closer value with a difference of less than 6%. This comparison indicates
that the utility is underestimating the base line ampacity values by a significant margin in
this particular case. Many factors might account for these differences. In particular,
differences in cable construction methods resulting from the use of modern plastics, and
differences in the size of the conduit in which the cable is assumed to reside will both
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influence the results. Given these considerations, neither result is considered to be a
conclusive basis for any particular concern.
For further information, let us turn now to the utility validation analysis of Calculation
BYR-96-059/G-70-96-092. In this calculation the utility considered a single case example
from the TVA conduit test series (in addition to a single cable tray test example not of
interest here). This case (TVA test item 93-0501-2) involved a bundle of 4-1/C,
750MCM power cables in a 4" conduit with two layers of Thermo-Lag cladding, a base
518" layer plus a 3/8" upgrade layer. In the test, the cables were bundled together to
simulate the effect of a single 4/C cable.
The utility validation analysis considers only a comparison between the clad test case and
the clad analysis. The comparison is based on the temperature of the cables for the given
ampacity conditions as measured in the test and as predicted by the model. Generally the
comparison as cited by the utility is quite favorable. In fact, the utility calculation results
in a slightly higher estimated cable temperature than that measured in the test, a nominally
conservative result. However, the utility validation analysis is incomplete. That is, the
utility has provided no validation of its base line case analysis, nor any validation of its
final estimated ampacity derating impact. Given that SNL has already implemented the
full utility analysis methodology, such comparisons can be made easily.
The first issue one should consider is the impact of using a lower conduit emissivity value
on the utility validation results as presented. Recall that the validation analysis used an
emissivity of 0.33 while the G-63 analyses uniformly assumed a value of 0.23. In this
particular case, there is no impact at all on the results for the clad analysis. This is because
in the TVA tests there is no air gap between the fire barrier and the conduit, so the
emissivity of the conduit has no impact at all on the calculation results for the clad case.
This is easily confirmed by implementing the Braidwood equations and performing the
calculations. The corresponding base line case, which would be impacted by the
ernissivity value has not been analyzed by the utility.
The second question one should ask is how well the utility model does when attempting to
predict the corresponding base line case for the same TVA test. This case is not discussed
by the utility in the validation analysis, but its G-63 analysis does include the full analysis
of the base line case in addition to the clad case. SNL has simply applied this same
analysis method to the TVA test case. In the case of the base line test, the assumed
emissivity value has a significant impact on the analysis results. Hence, SNL has
performed the analysis using three separate values; namely, 0.23, 0.33 and 0.7. The
corresponding baseline test case is taken from TVA test item 93-0501-9, an unclad
conduit with the same cable loading. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3.2
below. Note that in generating this table, all factors have been used as per the Braidwood
validation analysis using the more complete analysis package detailed in the G-63
calculation. The only factors which have been changed are the test current, the measured
ambient temperature (each set to the test values), and the conduit emissivity.
These results show that all of the cases do a fair job of predicting the surface temperature,
but none of the cases does a very good job at all of predicting the cable temperature.
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Note that SNL has included a comparison of the predicted temperature to the average
measured cable temperature in addition to the maximum value (the utility has only
compared to the maximum value). In reality, a model such as this should be expected to
better match average values than maximum values given the nature of the Neher/McGrath
correlations. In Neher/McGrath, the thermal resistance was based on a composite of all
the measured test conditions, and hence, represents an averaged thermal parameter.
Hence, one would generally expect that model would come closer to the average than to
the maximum under ideal conditions.

ITable 3.2: Analysis of TVA base line test case using Braidwood G-63 analysis method.
Measured
Value

=,•m=0.23

e

--0.3 3

0.7

Test Current

433.8

same

same

same

Ambient Temp.

40.2

same

same

same

Max. Cable Temp.

91.1

80.1

78.4

73.9

Avg. Cable Temp.

87.0

Avg. Surface Temp.

57.26

59.2

57.5

53.0

One potential explanation for this apparent discrepancy is the possibility that the tests did
in fact experience some level of inductive heating in the conduit. Such inductive currents
were a significant problem in the TVA tests, although use of a 4/C cable should have
minimized this effect. Some level of inductive heating may still have been experiended
given the rather large diameter of the cables. This would not be accounted for in the
Neher/McGrath method as implemented here and might explain at least a part of the
discrepancy.
In any case, these results illustrate that the model results for the base line case are quite
poor. In this particular instance, the net effect is conservative. That is, the model has
over-estimated the clad cable temperatures, and under-estimated the base line cable
temperatures. It is fairly straight-forward to demonstrate that the net effect of this
situation is in fact conservative. To do this one can simply perform a full analysis to
determine the ADF for this test case using the full G-63 approach. SNL did this, and the
results are provided in Table 3.3. In generating this result, SNL has adjusted the clad and
base line ampacity limits until a cable operating temperature of 90"C is obtained with an
ambient of 40°C. In this case we have used an emissivity value of 0.23 consistent with the
G-63 assumptions. All other factors are as specified in the utility validation analysis (all
cable and barrier physical and thermal parameters).
Here again, the utility model appears to have significantly over-stated the base line current.
However, one basis upon which to consider this result is to again compare the utility
calculation to the base line ampacity tables. For a 3/C 750MCM cable in conduit at
40/90°C conditions, the base ampacity is given by IPCEA as 524 amps.(or 525 in NEC).
For a conduit with 4-6 conductors the NEC specifies a 0.8 correction factor, resulting in a
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modified ampacity limit of 420A. This value is much closer to the measured ampacity.
However, it can also be seen that the utility calculated value is quite consistent with the
expectations for the Neher/McGrath calculation method. In particular, the 0.8 NEC
correction factor applies to up to six conductors. If you perform a simple linear
extrapolation between 3 and 6 conductors with respective correction factors of 1.0 and
0.8, then use of a correction factor of 0.93 for a 4/C cable should approximate the
Neher/McCrrath methodology results one would expect. Using this value (524x0.93)
yields a modified estimate of the 4/C ampacity limit of 488A. This is very consistent with
the value predicted by the utility model, 486A. Hence, all of these results do appear fairly
self-consistent.
Table 3.3: Results of a G-63 type calculation to estimate the ADF
for the TVA test of a 4/C, 750MCM 600V cable in a 4' conduit
with a 5/8"+3/8" Thermo-Lag Barrier installed
(based on TVA test items 93-0501-2 and 93-0501-9).
Measured*

Predicted

Base Line Current

434.5

486.0

Clad Current

433.5

422.1

ACF

0.998

0.869

ADF

0.2%

13.1%

*The measured values are based on the final corrected ampacity values
used by TVA in its calculations of ADF
The particular case under consideration is somewhat limited. Nonetheless, the following
conclusions can be made based on this more complete validation:
The utility calculations of actual ampacity limits for clad conduits appears
modestly conservative. In this case, the model underestimated the measured clad
current limit by about 2.5%.
The utility calculation for un-clad conduits significantly over-estimated the base
line current in this particular case (by about 12%). Because of the fact that the clad
and base line cases are compared to determine and ADF, and it is the ADF that is
applied by the utility to specific in-plant cases, this is a source of conservatism in the
-

analysis.
The net result of the utility method in terms of the estimated ampacity derating
factor was highly conservative (13.1% ADF predicted versus 0.2% measured).
Given this one example, the utility analyses appear to be conservative in the net result,
even given that a conduit emissivity of 0.23 has been used. It appears that the primary
source of conservatism derives from an over-estimation of the base line ampacity values as
compared to those measured in the test. It is suspected that the correlations for
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convective heat transfer are underestimating the actual coefficient, probably
because the
textbook correlations used cover quiescent conditions whereas
in reality no environment is
truly quiescent.
Given this overall conclusion, it is reasonable to extrapolate
that
alternate fire barrier materials would also be on the conservative the calculations for
over-estimating of base line ampacity values would not change side. Here again, the
significantly for other
barriers, and would still dominate the calculation. Hence,
on the basis of this more
complete validation, SNL recommends that the utility calculations
will provide a
reasonable assurance that ampacity derating effects have
been adequately treated by
Braidwood in its G-63 conduit calculations.
3.3

Application of Analysis Results to In-Plant Cables

The final method by which the analysis results are to be applied
to in-plant cable loads
remains somewhat unclear. The G-63 conduit calculation
results in
ADF associated with fairly specific cable and conduit configurations.an estimate of the
What remains
unclear is whether these ADF values are to be applied generically
to oiler installations, or
whether the utility intends to, or has already, analyzed each
and every cable/conduit
application. This is not considered a major point of concern
in the context of this review.
Either approach would be considered adequate to ensure
that the utility has given
adequate treatment to its ampacity loads.
3.4

Summary Recommendations

SN`Ls findings are based on a combination of the utility RAI
responses, supplemented by
the additional validation studies performed by SNL as a part
of this review. In summary,
all of the RAI items raised in the USNRC letter of 11/2/95
have been adequately resolved
with the one exception noted in Chapter 2 above. Namely,
that the utility has not
provided any examples of how the G-63 analysis results are
actually applied to in-plant
cable assessments. As discussed in Section 3.3, this is not
considered a major point of
concern. In the specific context of the G-63 analyses, SNL
recommends that no further
actions are required. SNL finds that the utility calculations
will provide a reasonable
assurance that conduit ampacity loads at Braidwood have
been adequately treated.
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4.0

THE UTILITY G-63 CABLE TRAY CALCULATIONS

4.1

Overview

The utility submittal of G-63 Rev. 4 includes an update of the utility calculations for a
single cable tray protected by a fire barrier system of up to two layers. This calculation is
quite similar to that reviewed by SNL in August of 1995, but has included some changes.
Hence, SNL has reviewed these particular calculations to assess the appropriateness of the
revised methodology.
4.2

Observations and Findings

The utility calculations for single cable trays as presented in Calculation G-63 are quite
similar in nature to those reviewed by SNL in August 1995, and to the conduit
calculations also presented in 0-63, although there are some significant differences. The
updated calculations in G-63, Rev. 4 have incorporated more modem correlations for heat
transfer by convection into its formulation. These calculations now allow for variations in
the properties with air temperature consistent with moderr. heat transfer practice. This is
considered a significant improvement in the overall model.
One factor that is unique to the cable tray calculations is that there is a direct tie to the
tabulated ampacity limits as set forth in the ICEA tables. While this can be a dangerous
tactic if not executed with care, the utility treatment is rather unique and was found to be
appropriate. The primary factor to recognize is the fact that Braidwood has made
extensive use of solid bottom cable trays with solid metal covers. Further, ampacity
testing for these cable trays was conducted as a part of the plant design and construction.
Hence, the utility has both a unique and solid foundation upon which to base its
assessments.
The unique Braidwood approach utilizes the earlier ampacity test results which indicated a
net derating factor of 15% due to the presence of the solid tray covers as compared to the
ICEA open air cable tray ampacity tables. (Recall that the ICEA tables assume an open
top configuration.) Using this knowledge the utility estimates the net internal thermal
resistance between the cable mass and the surfaces of the cable tray (including the covers)
by balancing the external heat transfer rates to the rate of heat generation within the tray.
This approach is unique in SNLs experience.
Again, the one factor which makes this an acceptable approach for Braidwood is the fact
that solid bottom trays with installed solid top covers are the predominant base line tray
configuration encountered in the plant. Given this configuration, even in the base line case
the cables are fully surrounded by a solid envelope, and installation of the fire barrier
system can justifiably be assumed to impact only the heat transfer behavior external to this
pre-existing envelope. This assumption would not be justified for cases involving ladder
back or open top trays. In these more open configurations there is a direct thermal
communication between the cables and the ambient under the base line condition, and the
fire barrier system would fundamentally alter this transport behavior. The Braidwood
method would not adequately account for this type of fundamental change.
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In practice, the utility first establishes the rate of heat generation within the tray for *he
base line (covered but unclad tray) case by assuming a 15% derating of the ICEA open top
limits. Then the utility uses standard correlations for convective and radiative heat transfer
from the outer surfaces of the tray, coupled with the internal heat generation rate, to
estimate the surface temperature of the tray for this base line heat load. Using this value,
the utility then calculates the effective thermal resistance between the cables and the cable
tray surface using the same rate of heat generation.
In effect, the internal and external thermal resistance factors are treated as resistor
elements in series such as in a voltage divider circuit. The outer resistance is based on
standard correlations, and the inner resistance is derived to match the overall heat flow
and overall temperature drop. Once the inner resistance value has been determined it is
used consistently in the analysis of the clad case as well. The clad case simply assumes
that the internal configuration does not change, and hence, the same internal thermal
resistance can be applied. The external heat transfer analysis is modified by the addition of
the fire barrier layers, and a modified thermal load or ampacity limit is calculated.
Comparison of the base line and clad cases yields an ampacity derating factor (ADF).
In this manner the utility has both ensured some level of consistency with its earlier test
results and with the ICEA open top ampacity tables. This approach is truly unique, and is
entirely appropriate given the nature of the trays used at Braidwood and the existence of
supporting test data for the base line covered trays. The utility treatment of the clad
arnpacity case also appears entirely appropriate and appears to introduce some level of
conservatism. In particular, the model incorporates a fire barrier system of up to two
layers, and also includes the consideration of potential air gaps between layers, and
between the inner layer and the tray. In most cases, these air gaps, especially on the
critical upper surfaces, will not actually exist, and hence, the utility treatment is
conservative in this regard.
It should be noted that SNL had previously raised some potential concerns over the utility
treatment of heat transfer through the sides of the cable tray. Based on the utility RAI
responses, SNL considers these concerns to have been resolved. In an open top, ladder
back tray, a far more common configuration, heat transfer from the open top and bottom
of the tray is far more important than heat transfer through the sides of the tray. The fact
that the Braidwood trays are solid bottom with covered tops means that the role of the
sides in the heat transfer process will be more important in a relative context. Hence, SNL
considers that the utility treatment as provided in G-63 is appropriate to this case.
4.3

Summary Recommendations

Based on the utility responses to the USNRC RAL and on a review of the updated utility
calculations as presented in G-63 Rev. 4, SNL considers all of the outstanding questions
regarding these cable tray calculations to have been resolved. The calculations
incorporate an adequate level of conservatism to ensure that the results are reasonable and
yet conservative. SNL recommends that no further actions regarding the RAI items
previously identified is required.
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5.0

THE UTILITY BYR96-082/BRW-96-194 CALCULATIONS

5.1

Scope and Overview

The calculations presented in BYR96-082/BRW-96-194 represent a significant expansion
in scope of the overall package of utility calculations as compared to the original package
reviewed by SNL in August 1995. The primary intent of the SNL review efforts
documented here was to assess the responses provided by the utility to the specific RAI
items raised in the USNRC letter of 1112/95. These new calculations were not a part of
SNLs earlier reviews, and hence, no RAI items were directly related to the new
calculations. As a result, SNL has not devoted significant time to the review of these new
calculations. Nonetheless, SNL did survey the calculations, and did identify certain unique
aspects of those calculations that tend to indicate a need for a more thorough review of
this part of the utility submittal. The sections that follow provide for a very brief
discussion of these findings.
5.2

General Preliminary Observations

These calculations cover a broad range of "special installations" involving both single tray
installations and installations with more than one tray in a single protective envelope. The
calculations cover both vertical and horizontal trays, and involve installations with as many
as three trays in a single envelope. The calculations also cover a limited range of fire
barrier configurations and materials.
In reviewing the assumptions used in the analysis SNL did note certain assumptions that
will likely lead to conservatism in the results. In particular, the utility treatment for cases
involving multiple trays in a single envelope will typically assume that if an unpowered
cable tray intervenes between a powered cable tray and the fire barrier surface, then the
"blocked" surface area is simply not credited in the heat transfer analysis. This will likely
be a source of significant conservatism in the analysis results.
However, the SNL survey also revealed sources of either questionable practice or
potential sources of non-conservatism as well. For example, the utility method gives full
credit to the sides of the envelope in the heat transfer process. As was noted in the
context of the G-63 calculations for a single tray, the utility may be able to justify crediting
of heat transfer through the side panels. However, the nature of the treatment in these
new calculations is somewhat different from that used in G-63, and should be further
examined.
A second factor of potential concern which should be reviewed is that the utility has
apparently implemented a modified basis of analysis as compared to the G-63 calculations.
In BYR96-082/BRW-96-194 the utility is comparing predicted clad ampacity limits to
base line ampacity values derived from the ICEA ampacity table to estimate the ampacity
derating factors. However, it appears that the link between the base line case, the earlier
ampacity test results, and the tables may have been "broken" in the new calculations.
This, again, is an observation which needs to be confirmed. While the treatment in G-63
was ultimately found to be acceptable, it would be important to verify that the new
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calculations have not implemented some change which would alter this conclusion. If the
approach is significantly different, then this introduces the potential that any errors in the
clad calculations might significantly impact the final estimates of ampacity derating.
As a related observation, SNL has noted that the utility has combined the concepts of
cable depth of fill and cable ampacity derating in a some rather unique manner. The exact
nature and intent of this treatment could not be confirmed in the short time allotted to the
survey of these new calculations. It was noted that the summary of utility results provides
a maximum allowable depth of fill, ranging from 0.29" to 1.14", in addition to the
ampacity derating values. Given that this is the first time such a treatment has been
encountered by SNL, this is a likely area where there should be more careful review to
ensure that an appropriate treatment is being provided.
Finally, the utility has provided no direct validation of the multiple tray configuration
calculations. Test results are available for at least some multiple tray configurations as a
result of TVA testing, and some validation of the model is possible. Given the nature of
the calculations and their susceptibility to error, some validation of the method is
considered critical. This validation should include-an assessment of the appropriateness of
the modified basis for calculations, that is, for the comparison of a clad case calculation to
an ampacity based on the ICEA tables.
5.3

Summary Recommendations

As a general observation, the ampacity derating factors cpIculated by the utility appear to
be quite significant. All of the estimated values range from about 46% to nearly 6 1%
ADF. Given the nature of the installations, and the nature of the barriers installed, these
values are generally consistent with our expectations. However, given the nature of the
calculations, the uniqueness of the approach to analysis, and the lack of validation results
SNL recommends that an effort be undertaken to more fully review these new utility
calculations. This review should focus on both the overall approach to modeling, and on
the validation of the analysis method by comparison to available test data. As a minimum,
it is recommended that the USNRC ask the utility to provide for the validation of its
multiple tray calculations through a comparison to available TVA test data.
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6.0

SUMMARY OF REVIEW FINDINGS

6.1

Utility Response to Specific RAI Items

This SNL review has been based on both the utility response submittals, and on additional
validation studies performed by SNL as a part ofthis review. SNL finds that, as a result
of this review, all of the outstanding RAI items from the USNRC letter of 11/2/95 have
been resolved with one relatively minor exception:
RAI item 9 had requested that the utility provide some examples to illustrate how
the analysis results were to be applied to actual in-plant cables. No such examples
were available for review by SNL.
It is recommended that the USNRC should follow-up on this one RAI item. For the
remaining RAI items, SNL recommends no further actions are required on these specific
RA.I items within the context of the revised utility G-63 calculations for single cable trays
and single conduits.
6.2

Review Utility G-63 Conduit Calculations

The Braidwood conduit analyses as presented in Calculation G-63 represent a combination
of commonly cited heat transfer correlations and the Neher/McGrath treatment of thermal
behavior within the conduit. The scope and execution of the program were found to be
appropriate, and no significant errors or omissions were identified.
The objective of the calculation is to compare predicted base line and clad ampacity
values, and to determine the resulting ampacity derating factor associated with a given
installation configuration. It is then implied that these derating factors will subsequently
be applied to in-plant cables based on derating of tabulated ampacity values.
The method does appear to contain some sources of conservatism. Validation results
were cited by the utility for the case of one clad conduit tested by TVA, and additional
validation results were generated by SNL as a part of this review. These results indicate
that there is a net level of conservatism in the methods that will ensure that the final
estimated derating factors will be conservative.
6.3

Review of the Utility G-63 Single Tray Calculations

The cable tray calculations as presented by the utility in Calculation G-63, Rev. 4, are
essentially an update of the calculations reviewed by SNL in August 1995. As a result of
that review only a few minor points of concern had been raised. The utility response to
the RAI items has fully resolved these items.
The updated calculations have, in fact, implemented significant improvements which go
well beyond the RAI items. In particular, the utility has incorporated more modem
correlations for the various heat transfer mechanisms into its calculations, and has
improved its overall treatment of the heat transfer behaviors involved. No new items of
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concern were identified during the current review. SNL finds that the G-63 calculat-:ns
for a single clad cable tray will provide a reasonable assurance that cable tray ampacity
factors have been given adequate consideration at Braidwood.
6.4

The Utility BYR96-082/BRW-96-194 Calculations

The calculations presented in BYR96-082IBRW-96-194 represent a significant expansion
in scope of the overall package of utility calculations as compared to the original package
reviewed by SNL in August 1995. These calculations cover a broad range of "special
installations" involving both single tray installations and installations with more than one
tray in a single protective envelope. These calculations have not been reviewed in depth
by SM.L.
In general terms, there are aspects of these calculations that indicate a need for further
review. First, the utility has provided no direct validation of the multiple tray
configurations. Test results are available for at least some multiple tray configurations as a
result of TVA testing, and some validation of the model is possible. Second, the utility
has apparently implemented a modified basis of analysis as compared to the G-63
calculations. In particular, the analyses are comparing predicted clad ampacity limits to
tabulated base line ampacity values to derive the derating factors. This approach implies
that any errors in the clad calculations could significantly impact the final estimates of
ampacity derating impact. This approach has a much greater potential for error than that
of the G-63 calculations in which both a clad and base line case are analyzed using similar
methods, and the results compared. In the G-63 approach, minor sources of error have a
tendency to be self canceling. This may not be the case in the BYR96-082IBRW-96-194
calculations.
As a general observation, the utility calculations do appear to include significant sources
of conservatism, especially involving the assumptions related to reductions in available
surface area as a result of blockage by a non-powered cable tray. However, the utility
treatment of heat transfer at the sides of the trays appears optimistic, and may introduce a
competing non conservative effect. An assessment of the net conservatism is
recommended, but was beyond the scope of the current review activities.
It is recommended that a more thorough review of these new utility calculations be
undertaken. This review should focus on both the overall approach to modeling, and on
the validation of the analysis method by comparison to available test data. As a minimum,
it is recommended that the USNRC ask the utility to provide for the validation of its
multiple tray calculations through a comparison to available TVA test data.
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Errata for Attachments 1 Through 4
Attachment 2
page 4, last line
Change: "BYR94-082/BRW-94-194, the clad analysis, is more current and more consistent
with" to: "BYR96-082/BWR-96-194, the clad analysis, is more current and more consistent
with"
page 5, line 38
Change: "and that the more modern convective heat transfer coefficient used in BYR94-"
to:
"and that the more modern convective heat transfer coefficient used in BYR96-"
page 5, line 39
Change: "082/BRW-94-194 be applied to the lower surface of the tray in ESI150-1 as"
to:
"082/BRW-96-194 be applied to the lower surface of the tray in ESI150-1 as"
page 7, line 15
Change: "current BYR94-082/BRW-94-194 ampacity assessment this value was used in a
screening"
to:
"current BYR96-082/BRW-96-194 ampacity assessment this value was used in a
screening"
Attachment 3
title, line 1
Change: "A Review of the Braidwood Station Calculation BYR96-082/BWR-96-195"
to:
"A Review of the Braidwood Station Calculation BYR96-082/BWR-96-194"
page 15, line 38
Change: "that many of the cases examined in BYR96-092/BWR-96-194 did not include a solid"
to:
"that many of the cases examined in BYR96-082/BWR-96-194 did not include a solid"'
page 23, line 39
Change: "calculations is significantly different from that used in the BYR96-092/BRW-96-194"
to:
"calculations is significantly different from that used in the BYR96-082/BRW-96-194"

Attachment 5

